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PREFATORY NOTE
TIME, SCOPE, and AIB.^ of COURSE
SAl'^PLE HISTORICAL CHART REQUIRED FROM STUDENTS
AS CLASS PROJECT
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The material oontalned in this report represents, to
the writer, not so muoh a ’'Master's Thesis” as a stage in the
development of a working course in literature for actual presen-
tation. Its aims are given in a separate paper, "Time, Scope,
and Aim of the Oourse.” In its present form it is incomplete
and, in many respects, tentative. In fact, the writer has nei-
ther expectation nor wish that the course should ever become com-
plete and fixed.
In two respects, the material needs explanation. The
criticism has been expressed, very justly, that the selections
chosen for "outside reading" are trite and, in some oases, medi-
ocre. Without question, the list can be strengthened, even with-
in the limits sot for it. It is quite true that, in teaching
poetry, we too often perpetuate the mediocre and the sentimental,
merely because it is evsy to find, easy to comprehend, and wholly
undisturbing. We give students, sugary and pleasing samples of
poetry, with far too little that is truly stimulating to thought
and feeling, - because students, especially girls, in the later
adolescent stage, like sentimental and pictorial poetry. The
writer is still giving the matter of a reading list very serious
thought. At the present stage of this oourse, the reasons for
selecting this particular list are as follows:
1, The oourse is the second of three, the first and third
of which deal more directly with literature for its own sake.
The first course is intended to make sure that students under-
stand the ooimnon vocabulary of classification, to introduce them
to a few basic principles of elementary criticism, and, above all,
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to enooura^e reading of poetrj' arid prose in as wide variety and
on as nearly an adult level as each individual student oan attain
Very free class discussion is encouragea. The third course, not
yet laid out, but included in our new curriculum, is entitled
”A Study of Important Poetry and Prose.” This' course will give
opportunity for almost anx range of selection,
2, The selections are chosen upon two general bases: first
because they are so generally well-known and so often quoted that
blank ignorance of them, on the part of a teacher, is almost il-
literate. Many of our students are wholly unfamiliar even with
these extremely familiar poems. Second, many are chosen because
they illustrate oertain tondenoies of the period or of the poet.
These poems are so simple that the student is expected to see in
them, unaided, the qualities that illustrate points of criticism
brought out in class teaching and discussion. It may be said
that when reference is made to them in dess, student comment is
often decidedly crttioal. For instance, ”Tho Idylls of the King”
are chosen beeeuso they illustrate so well the respectably roman-
tic attitude of much Hictorian literature, and offer an excellent
basis for comparison and free student discussion when pdaced be-
side Malory's Morte d'Arthur
,
Spenser's The Faerie Queene
,
Robin-
son's Lancelot
,
and iirakina's Sir Galahad
,
to say nothing of
Lowell's Vision of Sir I.aunfal
,
which carries the treatment to
the nth degree of moralizing, or Wagner's Parsifal
.
which goes
to the limit of pageantry.
Many of the other poems are also chosen to some extent
upon the basis of possibility of comparison. The v^riter intends
to work out more fully definite lists for this sort of study, in
connection with either this course or the third one mentioned.
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3. Some minor American literature is given undue prominence
because it is one of the requirements of the course that Amer-
ican, and especially Nev/ England, literature shall be emphasized.
4, This list is to be supplemented by another (now in pre-
paration) containing poems read and more or less discussed in
class.
IT MAY be in order, also, to explain the use of the material.
1. Each student is supplied with "Miscellaneous Directions’,'
the sheets headed "Period I" to ’’VIII'', and the sheets on refer-
ence reading, together with the text-books.
2. Charts are made for each period, similar to the sample
submitted.
3. The historical essays covering certain phases of the
social and literary life of England from the Norman Conquest to
the fifteenth century do not present the material as it would be
taught to students. They present the individual research of the
Instructor in connection with special problems of interest .These
particular periods were chosen for special study because they
were less familiar to the writer than later times, and also be-
cause material was less readily available. An almost unlimited
number of similar essays might be written upon other equally
interesting problems, but the writer has deemed these sufficient
to show methods of work and quality of result.
In every other direction, also, there is no limit to
the amount of research, reading, writing, analyzing, and select-
ing that should be done. The material here given represents the
merest beginning.
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TIM3, SCOPE, and AIM of COURSE
TIME:
This course is planned for the second year of a three-year Normal
Sec-onei o -p three.
School course. It is assumed that it is the only required courses^
in literature, and that it will cover four periods a week through
two-thirds of the school year, or an equivalent of six semester
^ ! - (^lif yearj 2hoi^t c.aune. " I rtTroJoctt o n to I > teratu I'C,
hours.
:i- yco.J^ui'i/ey of Jfrei'dtu te.^
3 - {‘4 tr)
^
ear) "/) Otudy of , ry>p>o,^tci rir ^nd prooc.
SCOPE:
frorn the dc-hoo!^
Normal School students come^with the following knowledges:
1, Most—familiarity with two or three of Shakespeare's plays.
E. Most—a vague knowledge of the ”N.B. Poets”
2* Most--familiarity with "legend of Sleepy Hollow”, ”Rip Van
Winkle” and "Last of the Mohicans”
.
&• Most--a fair background of reading on the high school level;
selection accidental; impossible to count on any one book
having been read by more than one-third of class, or in
most cases by more than two or three individuals.
5. Most—familiarity with main facts of U.S. history.
6. A few—good reading habits, and fairly wide range.
7. A few—no reading whatever beyond the crudest and most obvious
stories
.
8. A few—background of a survey course.
9. About E/2—ability to read and get general trend of thought in
serious material of average difficulty.
10. About l/lO—ability to get, without help, the exact meaning of
any passage of average difficulty, where the comprehension
depends upon discrimination in word-choice, sentence struc-
ture, wit, allusion, figurative language, or logical or-
ganization, r-
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11. Praotioally none--any Icnowledge of iilnglish History
.
It is hoped that this course may serve as a general integration
of scattered Icnowledge, and also as a foundation upon which further
building may be done. The study of any art forms in isolation,
without reference to their place in the social and artistic move-
ments of their time, has its own value, certainly. But if one is
to make any intelligent and accurate use of the impressions so
gained, he must have a solid framework of fact to depend upon, else
he will be led into misconceptions and misapplications. It is, of
course, impossible to give to immature and hurried students any
background of thorough scholarship or of broad interpretation; but
a beginning may be made. In consideration of all this, the appended
course has the following aims,
AIMS:
Immediately cultural:
1, Familiarity with the main outlines of the developmant of
literature in the English language, including
a. A brief but accurate chronological table,
b. A few principal authors, their principal works, and
their places both as exponents of their time, and
also as major artists.
c. A few of the pieces of literature commonly known by
cultivated people.
d» The common taam most used in literary criticism.
e. Great social movements that have influenced literature.
2 , Growing power
a. To read accurately and to interpret sensibly good
prose and poetry.
b. To recognize consciously (and if possible apprecia-
tively) the simple fundamental principles of good art
in literature, /
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3Ultimately professional:
It goes without saying that every bit of enrichment that can
be brought into the teacher's experience makes her so much better
as a true educator.
Ill addition, it is easy to see that every bit of cultural
background in literature should make the teacher
a. a better guide to her children in their reading.
b. a better interpreter of any literature from Stevenson
to Milton.
c. a more resourceful teacher of art in all its forms, thru
her knowledge and through her developed taste.
d. a more reliable teacher of English composition because
of a better sense of style.
e. a better teacher of history, on account of her associa-
tion of history with its literary expression.
On account of its scope and aims, this course is kept down to
the minimum essentials, on the theory that the consequent oppor-
tunity for thoroughness and discussion may be more valuable than
a wider range of detail.
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DIRECTIONS
OUTLINES
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Placed in hands
of students
OF SUGGESTED NOVELS
REFERENCE READINGS

MISCELLANEOUS DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS
READING
You 8X 0 responsible for reading all'.the "Readings in Literature'
under each Period, without further assignment. You are to begin the
reading when the instructor begins discussion of the Period, and are
to finish by the tire the discussion ends. Pass in each Londay a
card report o.l the reading done the previous weoh., hlien any test
is given upon outside reading, these caxd reports will be passed
back to you, for use during the test. All readings listed can be
found in your own book, or in our library. If you cannot find a given
selection, consult the instructor. Books most useful for poetry are:
Cay * s"College Book of Verse" Auslander and Hill’s '"l<''linged
Horse Anthology," Manley ' s ''^inthology of English Verse, " Page's
"Anthology of 19th Century Poetry? Andrews and Percival's
"Romantic Poetry"^ "Victorian Poetry," and"Poetry of the Nineties,"
and Untormeyer ' s ''Modern British and American Poetry," Use also
the collected poems of the individual authors.
2-
- Not all the reference reading is required. Assignm.ents
will be m^ade from time to time,
3
—
As soon as a Period is begun, you will begin reading, from
your temts, the lives of the authors on the assignment sheet. These
will be called for in class recitation. You may recite from brief
notes.
GENERAL ABBIGNl^ENT
At the end of each Period, pass in a table of English and
American authors, in parallel columns, giving the following infonn-
ation:
Name, Dates of birth and death
Types of literature, underlining main field
e.g, Macaulay poetry, history, essay
At least one important work, with date of publication
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riaCLi iAN£0u3 DI.-vLCTIONS (cont.)
Si'ECIAL AbblGI-iiOiNTo
bpecial assignments will be made to individuals or small
groups. Each person will have some choice as to time a.nd topic. The
assignments v.’ill ta,he the following forms:
1-
Term paper of about 1000 words on some author or topic. If
an author is chosen, somie "point of view" or "problem" must be
selected.
2- Oral report, well orga.nized and interestingly presented,
upon reference reading.
3- Oral or written presentation of some topic under "Special
Assignments"
4- A chart of some one Period (all will eventually be covered)
showing a parallel chronological arrangement of British, American,
and V.brld affairs and literatu.re. Confer with the instructor to
learn the form of chajt, and to obtain help in finding material.
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PEkIOD I.
Anglo-Saxon Period— to 1350, e.2 an approximate date for th
"beginninr of English literatui-e
(i?’ind ''no. fill in dates)
ENGLAND
L- History to 1087 (death of Vdn.I)
A. Roman Conquest
No permanent effect on language
(Reasons)
Bv- Anglo-Saxon Conquest
Type of language and culture
Thorough loss of Celtic
C, Danish Conquest
Little cultural change
D. Norman Conquest
Type of culture— Personality--
Language
Conditions favorable to assiinil8.tion
Beov/ulf
Caedmon
Bede
Alfred
II- - History from c.llOO to c.1350
Goa>lition of peoples and languages on general
basis of modified Anglo-Saxon
III--Types of writing produced
Poetry-- historical and religious prose
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Short selection (in translation) of any Anglo-Saxon or 93d
English m.aterial
SPECIAL ASSlGNlfENTS
Beov^ulf
Othe.r Northern epics
R omant,ic cycles
Jean Bodel
Brief linguistic comparison of The Lord’s Prayer in Anglo-
Saxon, Latin, French, German, and English
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PERIOD II
1350 - 1500 (Henry VII d 1509)
ENGLAND
I - Time of Cha.ucer 1350 - l400
Cultural awakening on Continent
Conditions in England favorable to
(literature)
Lollard movement
Av;aj-ccmng of peasantry
Contacts with continent
Humanism
Important literature of the Period
Bible in English
Chaucer
Literature c."' social a.nd religious
protest
II -Fifteenth century
Reasons for little creative literature
Low state of culture
Struggle between king and barons
Wars of the Roses
Hundred Years’ ^^ar
Chief literature
Yalory— Caxton-- Im.itators of Chaucer
III- Ballads
Chaucer
Langland
Wycllf
Malory
Caxton
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Selections from Piers Plowman
Two portraits from Prologue to Canterbury Tales
Selection from the Morte d’Arthur
Ballads Twa Corbies Sir Patrick Spens
Helen of Kirconnel True Thomas
Robin Hood Lord Randall
SPEC IAL ABSIGNFEHTS
Canterbury
Arthurian Legends
Ballads-- their appeal to children
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PLiiIOD III 16th Century
d.1509 Elisabeth d, I603
BNOLMv'D
I-History
Tudor r:onsrchy (including Henry YII)
Ecclesiastical struggle
World politics
Elizabeth’s reign
Danger from opaAn, and from disputed
succession
Elizabeth’s personal Influence
Growth of sea power Exploration
Church compromise
Prosperity Growth of culture
II-Effect on literature
Great rom.antic literature, fostered by
Intellectual awakening
Adventurous and enthusiastic temper of
Court encouragemient ( ticie
Relatively wide-spread education
Gpenser
rarlowe
Shakespeare
Jonson
i^yiy
Sidney
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Belections from Arcadia, Euphues, Faferie Queene
At least five lyrics
Several of Shakespeare's sonnets, to be read in class
Comedy of Errors and parts of King. Lear, to be read in cla
SPECIAL ASSIGM^ENTS
The Elizabethan sonnet
Hakluyt
Marlowe
Development of drama up to this time
The Elizabethan th^lier
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PERIOD IV 17th Century
Herrick
ENGLAND (Fill in dates where possible)
I - History
Stuarts Commonwealth
Stuarts Orange
The struggle for constitutional gov't
II- Effect of events upon the life of the people
III-Effect of events upon literature
Direct effect-- production of two different
kinds of writing—Puritan and Cavalier
Indirect effect— trend toward classicism
IV -Literature produced
Seaenteenth century lyric
Religious, political, and controversial
prose
Two great poets
Diaries, letters, pamphlets, etc.,
leading to later novel
AMERICA
I - History
Early Colonial Period
II- Chronicle theology
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Lyrics— at least 10
,
including some from the
poets named
Milton: II Penseroso or L' Allegro
Selections from Paradise Lost
Bunyan: Selection from Pilgrim's Progress
Either from beginning to Christian's
second meeting with Evangelist,
c. 25 pages
or Encounter with Giant Despair
Bradford or Winthrop: Selections from diaries
or chronicles
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
Cromwell
Cavalier Lyrists
Bay Psalm Book
John Smith's True Relation
Lovelace
Donne
Bacon
Bunyan
Pepys
Milton
Dryden
Bradford
Winthrop
John Smith
Cotton Mather
Anne
Bradstreet
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PERIOD V Death of Johnson 1784
I
?th CenTu
bwift
BNGDAI^^D
I - History
oupreiTiacy of country gentry and rich
burghers
Dtatic industrial situation
Political corruption Social frivolity
II- Forces v'vcrking toward later change
Methodist revival (Vesley 1725-1791)
American Revolution and English sympathy
Significant inventions
Addison
Steele
Johnson
Pope
III- Literature produced
Nature
Culmination of great classic period
Supremacy of literature with political,
social, satiric, or didactic purpose
Importance of prose
increasing undercui'^rent of romantic
; literature
Types
Essay, poetry, rise of novel
Defoe
Richardson
Fielding
Smollett
Sterne
America
I - History
Late colonial period
Growth; protest; Revolution
Goldsmith
II- Id ter a lure
Theology; politics
Likeness to contemporary Eng, literature
J . Thom\50*^.
Gray
Goldsmith
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Swift: Selection from Gulliver’s Travels, with
editor's note, or other explanatory
comment
Addison and Steele: Selection from DeCoverley
Papers
On Duelling (Tatler) or
Dissection of a. Coquette's Heart
Pope: Selection from Epistle to Dr .Arbuthnot, or
from The Dune i ad
Selection from Essay on Man, or from
Essay on Criticism
18th century novel: Selection from Clarissa
Harlowe, or from Tom Jones, or from.
Humphrey Clinker
Johnson: Selection from essays, or from Rassalaa’”*'
Letter to Lord Chesterfield
Transition poetry: Selection from The deserted Village
Franklin: Selection from Autobiography
SPECIAL AS3IGNI'![ENTS : Orators of the American Revolution
Johnathan Edwards and his time Other members of "Johnson
Circle" Resume of pererunners of Eng. Novel
WalDOle
Cowper
J. Edwards
Franklin
Paine
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BurnsPERIOD VI
Romantic Revival 1786 - C.I830
ENGIdtND
I- History
Industrial Revolution Methodist movement
VvoEld-Vvide spirit of change
French Revolution Napoleonic Ifiars
II- Social and philosophic effects of events
III- Effect on literature
Production of romantic poetry by group of
young men
Romantic novel
AL'ERIGA
I- History
Period of adjustment and expansion
II-Literature
Beginnings of essay, , novel, poetry
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Burns: To A Mouse; To A Mountain Daisy; The
Cotter's SatuiTday Night
Wordsvjorth: The ¥/crld Is Too Much V;ith Us;
The Solitary Reaper; Intims.tions
Ox I’^mortality ; To a Cuchoo
Coleridge: The Ancient Mariner; Khubla Khan;
Scott: Introduction and epilogue to Lay of the
Last Minstrel Ballads
Beginning of Lady of the Lake
Shelley: To A Skylark; The Cloud
Jf.eats'; Ode on a Grecian Urn; V.-hen I Have Fears;
Keats: La Belle Dame Sans Ferci
Byron: Selections from Cliilde Harold or Don Juan
Bryant: Tlianatopsis ; To A Vsaterfowl; (Man
Lamb: Dream Children; Old China; Superannuated
Irving: Selections from The Alhajrbra, or from
Knickerbocker History of New York
Also, see list of novels
SPECIxU. *iSSIGNl''LNT3
American History,
Labor adjustments
Beginnings of the
1790 - 1840
in England
science of Sociology
Blake
Wordsworth
Coleridge
Scott
Byron
Shelly
Keats
Hazlitt
Lamb
Austen
Scott
Freneau
Irving
Cooper
Bryant
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PLRIOD VII
Victorian Period C.I830 - 1890
ENGLAND
I” History
Political rise of lower classes
Ascendancy of industrial interests
Spread of literacy
Prosperity Conservatism Imperial expansion
Influence of court Respectability
II-Effect on literature
"Art is the handmaid of morality"
Vastly increased output of books
Literature generally rom^antic, but conservative
III- Types of literature
Essay Novel Poetry
AirERICA
I- History/-
Growth Civil Vvar Reconstruction
II-Literature .
Culture imitative of Europe
Predominance of Nev; England literature
Begiri^ngs of Southern literature
Whitman
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Macaulay: Essay on Nilton --Par. 8 - 24
Ruskin: The Future of England- -Par . 17 - 21
fr. Crown of V.ild Olive
Later preface to Sesame ard Lilies, Par. 28
to end ((jGive me patience..'.')
Tennyson: Idyls of the King; Selection fr. Kaud
Browning: My Last Duchess; Andrea del Sarto;
Home Thoughts from Abroad
Bwinburne: A Forsaken Garden
Rossetti: The Blessed Damozel
Stevenson: Virginibus Puerisque
Emerson: Friendship or Compensation
Longfellow: Wreck of the Hesperus; Nature
Whi 11 i er : Snowbound
Lowell: A Fable for Critics; Courtin’; Vision of
Sir Launfal
Holmes: The Last Leaf; The Deacon’s Masterpiece
Dickinson: Several poems; (Astronomer
Whitman: 0 Captain; When I Heard the Learned
Poe: The Haunted Palace; Lenore; One short story
Lanier: Marshes of Glynn
See also the list of novels
SPECIAL ASSIG-r-frENTS: Harriet B. Stowe Melville
Growth of liberalism in American thought
"Mid-Victorianism" in fine and applied arts
Influence of anti- slavery agitation on Am. literatiire
"Occasional Poetry" Bret Harte
Carlyle
Macaulay
Ruskin
Tennyson
Browning
(Swinburne
(Rossetti
Dickens
Thackeray
Eliot
(Stevenson
(Meredith
(Hardy
Emerson
Thoreau
Longfellow
Whittier
Lowell
Holmes
Dickinson
Whitman
Poe
Lani er
Hawthorne
Clemens
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PERIOD VIII 1890 - Present
SNOLAKD
I- History
Rapid development of Inventions
Scientific attitude of mind
Restlessness World War Aftermath
Changes in social standards (educalsion
Increase in higher classical and technical
II-Effect on literature
”Art for Art’s sake” of the nineties
Experimentation with form and subject matter
Mechanistic philosophy and civilization
Trend toward realism and **disilluslon”
AMERICA
I- History
Im.migration and its effects
Prosperity World contacts Education (phy
Industrial civilization Hechanlstic philoso-
¥»ar Aftermath
II-Effect on literature
Experimentation Realism
Biography Stories about immigrants
READINGS IN LITERATURE
Kipling: The Explorer; The Bell-Buoy; Selections
from. Barrack-Room Ballads
Aldrich: Sleep; A Snow-Plake; Tiger Lilies
Robinson: Selections from Lancelot; short poem-s
Frost: Death of the Hired Man; Mending Wall;
Fire and Ice
Masefield: Cargoes; A Consecration; Dauber
See also list of novels
SPECIAL *^SIG-NI'!ENT3
E.Wharten Dreiser S. Lewis Vv,Gather *1..Lowell
Wells Strachey Vialpole Sandburg V. Lindsay
M.W.Freem.an Irish Poets Short-story writers
Types of immigration in different sections
Sectional types in literature
Free Verse Magazines
Kipling
Conrad
Galsworthy
Bennett
Shaw
Masefield
Hardy
Aldrich
Howells
James
Robinson
Frost
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R.E?£RENG£ RE.'^DING Consult iDlbliography
PERIOD I sheet for titles, and
s o forth. r—
LaPrade: Early England Chap. 3 c,6pp (rather involved)
”
Early Norman conditions Chap. 4, 1st sec. (good)
Lynn Thorndike: Normans on Continent, Danes in Eng., Anglo-Daxon
government and literature pp 219-223
Thomas: Early German epics
iroody ,L,andB. : Beowulf (story) pp4-8
Britons, Romans, Anglo-Daxons pplO-13 (pooc^
Alfred ppl8, 19
Boas and Hahn: Googrqaphical Backgrounds
The Old English Period
The Period of Transition
Guerber: Beowulf pp272-279 also epics of Germany, Netherlands,
Scandinavia, Finland, and others
See also Facts and Backgrounds, and Eng, Lit. in Fact and Story
PERIOD II
LaPra.de: Chap. VIII The rise of trade Sec. ^
Learning, and a native language and lit. (goodj
Change and ferment S.6 (^good for Piers Py
Green: Chapters V and VI Chaucer, Viiyclif and Lollardry,
Langland, Lit, after Chaucer, Caxton
l!oody, L,
,
and B.: pp 39-56 Chaucer, Canterbury Tales, Piers P.
V^inged Horse: Chaucer, Chap .XI Ballads, Chap. aII
Boas and Hahn: The Age of Chaucer, From Chaucer to Elizabeth
Erskine: Malory's Morte d' Arthur
Guerber: yirthurian Cycle pp280-297 Robin Hood pp298-311
See also Facts and Backgrounds, and Eng. Lit. in Fact and Story
PErelOD III
LaPrade: Chap. XI Elizabejthen reign (good but heavy)
Green; Chapters VI and VII The New Learning Elizabeth
The England of Elizabeth (^good)
The Elizabethan Poets
Moody, L,
,
and £, ; pp 73-122 Drarnia before Shakespeare,
Marlowe, Jonson
V»lnged Horse: SpenseE
Boas and Ha.hm: The Age of Shakespeare
Erskine: Faerie Q,ueene (very good)
Guerber; Faerie ^ueene
Bee also Facts and Backgrounds, and Eng. Lit. in Fact and Story
PERIOD IV
LaPrade: Jajr.es I Chap. XII, Sec. 1
Character of Charles II, Chap. XV, 2pp
Green: Chapters VIII and IX Milton, Cromwell, Restoration,
Bunyan, Character of CharlesII and James II
Dickens: Chap.XXRV Charles II, morals, Plague
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HEFERiLI'lCE READING
PERIOD IV $cont.)
Ifoody, L«
,
and B, J ; pp 131-1^8 Bacon, Herrick, I'lilton, Dryden
Boas and Hahn; The Age of Hilton The Restoration
IIKlnged Horse: L'llton
Erskine: Faj’adise Lost
Guerber: Paradise Lost pp353”382
Scheville; Chap-. XI Puritan Revulution (.good, brief)
Cheyney: National affairs, I603- 1700 ppl53»15^
Macaulay: Essay on Adilton (part)
Pattee: Anne Bradstreet pp 11, 12 Samuel Bewail pp 15-17
Haney: Anne Bradstreet p35
Bee also Facts and Backgrounds and Eng. Lit in Fact and Story
PERIOD V
LaPrade: Chap. XIX The Pine Arts Emerge (Johnson's Circle)
Green: Chap. X Wesleyan movement, Jacobites, Industrial Revolution
Moody, L.
,
and B.: pp 201-222 Burke, 16th century novels
pp ^29, 30 Thomas Paine
Boas and Hahii; The P-arly 18th denntury. Age of Johnson
Winged Horse: Pope Ch. XVI
Cheyney: Dom.estic System of manufactures ppl60-l63
Industrial revolution pp I76-I92 (excellent)
Chevalley: Richardson, Fielding, Smollett pp 12-18
Mathews: Franklin
Pattea: ^.merican newspapers p X5 Edwards pp48-51
Haney: revolutionary orators and writers Chap. II
PEIRTOD VI
LfitPrade; Chap.XAlII Britain jn a Changing Mood (^excellent 1
Poets of Patriotism and Re^'olt (good)
Moody, L..
,
end B,;pp 243-345 Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley,
Keats, Jane Austen pp 440-443 Cooper
Boas and Hahn: Transition to Modern Life
Winged Horse: Bm-ns and Blaite, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats
Erskine; Don Juan
Cheyney. National Affairs 1760"1820 pp 173-176
Changes in Political Economy and Political Philosophy
pp 192- *203 (excellent but difficult
J
Beginnings of sociology and socie.lism pp205-249
Mathews: Irving, Cooper, Bryant
Pattee: Conditions leading to a romantic lit, in America pp 106-109
Cooper pp 135“147 (.very appreciative)
Bee also Facts and Backgrounds and Eng. Lit. IN Fact and Story
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PERIOD VII
Lai^rade: The Coirpromise Mood (Victorian thou£,ht) Chap. XXVI
The Democratic Spirit (Growth of socialistic attitude) XXL
Moody, L.
,
and B.
: pp352-369 Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot
pp 449-499 American liberalism, Emerson,
Thoreau, N.E. Poets, Poe, V.hitm'’n, Lanier
Boas e.nd Hahn? The Victorian Period The End of the Century
Winged Horse: Tennyson, The Brownings, Poe, Whitman
Erskine: Richard Fever el, Moby Dick
Chevally: Dickens, Thackeray, and their Contemporaries pp 3O-38
Brontes pp42-45 Meredith and K?rdy pp57-71
Schevill: Great Britain in the Nineteenth Centi.u’y Chap. XXIII
Mathews: Poe, Hawthorne, Clemens
Pattee: Melville p 152, Poe ppl73“l82 A Mental Revolution ppl96--
Uncle Tom's Cabin 330, Songs and Lyrics of the Civil War 3^
Emerson pp 208-220
Haney: Emerson, Thoreau pp 77-39 Hawthorne pp 104-110
Civil War orators Chap. V Poe pp I6I-I69
See also Facts and Backgrounds and Eng, Lit. in Fact and Story
PERIOD VIII
LaJrade; Chap. XXX Afterm.ath of Another War
Moody, L.,a,nd B. : pp 393“'^12 James, Kipling, Shaw, Irish Literary
Movement, pp502-509 Realism in America Howells,
Bret Harte
Boas and Kahn: Our Own Time
Winged Horse: Under Bteam and Stone Chap. XXVI
Erskine: Modern Irish Poetry
Cheva,lley: ppl49-’l69 Kipling, Wells, Conrad
Pattee: Aldrich pp339-375 Thaocter p 4o8 Howells pp425-428
Haney: Chap's XI, XII, XIII Later American poetry, ^ama, and
novels (good chiefly for lists)
Chap Is XVII, XVIII American periodicals and newspapers
Chap. XX The American Language
Make a list of availa,ble books of criticism of
modern prose and poetry. Place at least four such
titles, with author and publisher, on this sheet.
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A LIST OF NOVliJ^
The fallowing novels chosen not only because they ^re
are interesting In themselves, but because they illustrate certain
things that are true of novels in general. of the two required
novels, Ivanhoe is an excellent example of the romantic novel that
depends upon incident, color, pageantry, and glamour; whereas the
other. Vanity Fair . Interests us t rough its skill in character
portrayal, its shrewd social comment, its breadth, and its realism
of the more conservative sort. These books are required in order
tliat there may be a general basis for class discussion.
Some reading from the remainder of the list will be done,
the actual requirement depending upon conditions at the time. Ih
addition, miscellaneous reading will be encouraged, throughout the
course, i^'rom some authors, books are chosen because they are
shorter and simpler than the author's greater works, f'any students
have done so little adult reading that they need this help. ihe
list is short in order that there may be a little unanimity as a
basis for class dlscunsion.
SCOTT; Nigel; Kenilworth; Rob Roy
COOPUR: i.ast of the ’ohlcans; Wiater V^itch
EICKKNS; David Copperfield; Oliver Twist
THACKEIiAY; Henry Esmond
ELIOT: Romola; Adam Bede
HAATHORNE; Scarlet ^etter; House of Seven Gables
I'tKEDITH; The Egoist; Richard Feverel
HAItfiy Par from the ^adding Crowd; layor of Casterbrldge
JAI.'ES: Portrait of a Lady; The American
CONRAD; Victory; Lord Jim; The Rover
ft ELLS; Mr. Britling Sees It Through
GALSViORTHY; Forsyte Saga vihen the requirements on
ivE^UIHED
Ivanhoe (Scott) Vanity Fair (Thackeray)
FOR SELECTION
BENNETT: Old Wives' Tale
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Historical ESSAYS
The English Language in the three Centuries
followiaag Cthe, Norman Conquest
Dawn Iftinds of Democracy (l4th century)
English Literature in the 15th Century
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THE EHGLISH lAHGUAGB
in the three centuries
EOIIOV/IHG THE HORliM OOHQUEST
This paper will attempt to deal with the following questions:
1- V/hy was not Old English exterminated?
Why did English and not French emerge as the language
of England?
2- Why, how, and how much, was Old English modified
before 1400?
Books consulted are:
History of England Trevelyan
History of England Cheyney
The Horman Conquest Freeman
Fundamentals of English Cross
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On Ghriatraas Day, 1066, William, Duke of Normandy, was
crowned lawful king of England, He found a party friendly to him,
— a party influenced by the half-Norman atmosphere of Edward's
court, — another hostile, and still a third indifferent. The last
named had no objection to- a change in overlordship if they could
get favorable terms. William had a group of land-hungry Norman
barons to reward; but, on the other hand, he wished to be received
as king of the English. Therefore he did not dispossess the Anglo-
Saxon land-holders wholesale, but gave to his Norman followers,
upon the usual feudal terms, estates confiscated from rebels. Since
the conquest was piecemeal, each Norman had several estates. Of
course it was convenient to replace Anglo-Saxon lords with Normans,
so perhaps it was unduly easy to find treason among the native barons,
-- as indeed it seemed to be in the case of Waltheof, the last of
the great Anglo-Saxon earls; nevertheless the fact remains that many
of the lesser Saxon nobility retained their estates and, to some ex-
tent, their prestige. Among William's lists of barons, sheriffs,
abbots, find so forth, there are to be found many English names;
many English knights followed William gladly in his wars against
France and Scotland; Hereward himself seems to have been reconciled
to William, and to have held lands under a Norman overlord; Quean
Eadgyth, widow of Edward and sister of Harold, kept all her lends
and honors until her death; Prince Henry married a Saxon princess:
in a country where these things could occur there was no great sup-
pression of the native population. As a matter of fact, the first
years of ghe Gonquest were marked by sincere and intelligent at-
tempts to make Saxons and Normans co-subjects. William regulated
their relations by royal ordinances, making them legally equal.
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and allowing eaoh race to be governed in certain instances by its
own laws and customs. Following the Revolt of Sly, and especially
during William's absence on the continent, the relations between
the races were rather strained, and there was more or loss persecu-
tion of the conquered people; but this oppression was more local
and occasional than national and systematic. "In the last dozen
years of his reign, he (William) was frequently called upon to sup-
press their (the Forman barons') turbulence with the help of,,,the
conquered English themselves .. .The subsequent rivalry in arms of
William's sons for the succession compelled Henry I to appeal to
the favor of his subjects irrespective of race and rank.” (Trevelyan)
He made this appeal by two measures that went far to strengthen the
hands of the English. It has already been mentioned that he mar-
ried a Saxon princess. In addition, he granted to his people an
important charter which regulated the relationships of king and ba-
rons, of barons and underlings, according to the "law of Eadward,”
renouncing the innovations introduced by William Rufus.
The mass of villeins remained Saxon, not muiSh affected, per-
haps, by the change of dynasty or of feudal overlord. The boroughs,
also, although they absorbed many foreign artisans and tradsmen,
were so strongly Saxon that they conserved the old Teutonic customary
liberties almost untouched by Forman ideas. It was especially true
under the later encouragement of Hubert Walter, that the increasingly
important towns, together with the rural gentry, helped to establish
that middle class, absent from strictly feudal society, which has
always been so influential in English history. In this embryo mid-
dle class, the Saxon blood and influence predominated.
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The loss of Normandy In 1204 fastened the attention of the
barons upon their iiinglish estates. Nrora then on, England beoarae
increasingly insular and self-conscious. The Hundred Years' War
deepened the nationalistic feeling, and effectively alienated Eng-
land from Erance, to which it had so long been attached. Naturally
the nobles, already fused into Englishmen, swung away from the French
culture toward which they had been tending, and cultivated the na-
tive products. If any one period wefe to be set for the culmination
of the fusing process, the reign of Edward I (1272-1307) might be
chosen. His action enforcing the gathering of representatives from
all over the land "completed the unification of the country. The
English people were now one race, under one law, with one parlia-
ment, representing all parts of the country.” (Oheney)
Our next problem is to discover how this historical back-
ground affected the language situation. . .Perhaps the most signifi-
cant is that circumstances forced the Normans to settle amon^ the
Saxons. Had they congregated around London, or had they killed or
banished their predecessors, the tale would have been very different.
But here were two peoples living side by side, all over England,
Although the Normans represented a somewhat more advanced culture,
yet the difference was not great enough to give them marked advan-
tage. Besides, the individual Normans who held lands everywhere in
England were usually no better educated and no more advanced than
their immediate Saxon neighbors. And everywhere was that solid, per-
manent substratum of Saxon villeins, who held stubbornly to the old
ways
.
It became absolutely necessary, therefore, that some means
of speech communication be found that would serve between the two
races. At court the problem was solved by everybody's talking
French. Such a solution would not apply to the isolated country
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districts, and certainly not to the villeins^-!. The result seems
to be that most of the better educated became bi-lingual. The
SELXon gentry learned I’rench because it was the socially accepted
language; the Normans learned Saxon because they had to, in order
to administer their estates and the local assemblies and courts
where villeins and other Saxons appeared. Freeman says: -"For near-
ly two hundred years most men above the villein must have spoken
or understood two languages .. .The difference between the French-
speaking man and the English-speaking man... simply meant that one
spoke French at his fireside and English merely on occasion, while
the other spoke English at his fireside and French only oh occasion.”
Freeman mentions the parallel of modern Wales; one might also instance
parts of the Province of Quebec. Although it was fashionable to
speak French, yet there was no particular prejudice against Saxon;
neither was there any legal ban upon it. As time went on, inter-
marriages increased the importance of the native speech, and chil-
dren growing up together readily learned each other's language.
As early as the time of the Conqueror, Earl Roger's chaplain
Odelerius married an English wife, gave his oldest son the English
name of Oderic, and entrusted his education to an English priest.
"And, if we take his own words literally, his education was so strong-
ly English that he did not understand the native tongue of his own
father." (Freeman) And "In the reign of the son of Henry II, a
bishop of Norman birth mentioned it as remarkable and blameworthy
of another bishop of Norman birth that he understood no English."
(Freeman)
But it was not until the latter part of the thirteenth cen-
tury that it became definitely certain that the modified Eaxon now
called English would survive as the national language. There were
perhaps two main reasons for this triumph. In the first place,
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English had all the while been spoken by muoh the larger number of
people, including the intellectually inert mass of villeins who
spoke nothing else. Secondly, the Hundred Years’ War made French
an enemy language, and English the speech of patriotism. In 12&5,
Edward I warned the people that the French king would, if success-
ful, "abolish the English Language.” The incident shows that Eng-
lish was already prominent. In fact, the Provisions of Oxford
had been sent out in Latin, French, and English . Oheyney says
of the period of the Early Angevins (1154-1230) "French continued
to be the language of the daily intercourse of the upper classes,
of pleadings in the law-courts and of certain documents end re-
cords. But English was .. .asserting itself as the real nsktional
language, and by the close of this pdriod had come into general
use for the vast majority of purposes.”
The fourteenth century saw English firmly established.
There arose strong protests against the uBiversal use of French
in the schools. After the Black Death in 1349 English began” to
gain ground in this most important stronghold, and by 1385 the
process of Anglicizing the instruction was practically completed.
John Oornwell is the first man of note who carried on a school
entirely in the English language, and taught English grammar sys-
tematically. In 136E, six yeays after Poitiers, a statute was
passed, providing that all court business should thereafter be
carried on in English — "in her moder tunge”; about the same
time "English became... the usual language of conversation, even
among the higher classes."
Tb.0 fourteenth century was also marked by a revival of
English literature — linked with the stabilization of the lan-
guage partly as cause, partly as effect. Hot many writings of
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any importanoe as literature had been produced since the Conquest,
although the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle had not ceased until 1154, at
the accession of ^enry of Anjou, and histories of Snglish litera-
ture list Layamon's Brut : a metrics 1 chronicle by Robert of Glou-
cester; some religious and didactic writing, such as The Ormulum
and the works of Richard Rolle; ’’Debates" in poetry and prosb,
such as The Owl and the Nightingale; and many religious and secu-
lar lyrics; -- all these produced before 1250, and in the vernacu-
lar. The Mystery Plays had also been preserved and presented in
English. The latter half of the Fourteenth century, however, pro-
duce three men great in literature. Piers Ploughman appeared in
1280, Canterbury Tales about 1290, and the revision of Vvyclif’s
Bible in 1238. Langland, Chaucer, and '//yclif wrote in English,
and their works were popular enough to be distributed far and wide.
They set a seal of literary efficiency upon their language, more
particularly upon the dialect of London — the King's English.
Partly because this dialect was used by them, partly because it
was the language of London and the Court, Midland English became
recognized universally. The northern and southern variants have
remained somewhat marked as dialects to this day, but never as
standard English.
II
It would bo easy to predict what would happen to both lan-
guages subjected to such conditions. It must be remembered that
neither was to any extent a written language in England for two
hundred years. Continental French v;as a language of literature,
to be sure, but the English Rorrnans produced little, laws and
chronicles were for the most part in Latin. Trevelyan says that
at the beginning of the Hundred Years' War the English knights
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spoke a "oarioature of the Prenoh toiigue" which was laughed at in
Prance. It was likewise true that the Saxon had suffered much
change; and it is with this that we are interested.
English differed from Anglo-Saxon mainly in three v/ays.
Trevelyan summarizes two of these changes as follows:
"Mow when a language is seldom written and is not an object of in-
terest to scholars, it q_uickiy adapts itself in the mouths of
plain people to the needs and uses of life...And so it fell out
in England. During the three centuries when our native language
was a peasants' dialect it lost its clumsy inflections and elabo-
rate genders...At the same time it was enriched by many Peench
words and ideas... Thus improved, our native tongue reentered po-
lite society as the English of Chaucer's Tales and Wyclif's Bible."
Anglo-Saxon was a highly inflected language. Impatient
Korraans refused to keep the troublesome grammar in mind. There
were neither schools nor fixed printed forms to keep the language
rigid. Consequently endings fell away. Even the last pages of the
Chronicle, not quite a century after the conquest, sl^ow consider-
able loss of inflection, and Chaucer uses a comparatively unin-
flected language. And since then, English has continued to sim-
plify its grammar, and is fast losing the last remnants of conju-
gations and genders.
As for vocabulary, English in three hundred years acquired
a whole new set of words, largely from the Prench. In a few cases
the Prench word entirely displaced the iiaxon, as did the jj'rench
peace the Saxon frith . But for the most part, the Prenoh acquisi-
tions were either new words for imported things and ideas (such as
the Prench word castle ) or else synonyms for Saxon words, both
being retained. Thus the Prenoh celestial lives beside the Saxon
heavenly p thousands of such parallels could be shown. It is in
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terestirig to note, In this oonneotion, that during the great olas-
sio period of English culture, another large group of words came
in, direct from the Latin, so that in many cases we now have three
sets of synonyms. The addition of these hew words stopped one
Teutonic tendency of English, — namely the tendency to make new
words by means of cumbersome compounds. Modern German is afflic-
ted with this necessity; but English, while it has, to be sure,
lost many desirable and vivid compound words, has nevertheless
been vastly the gainer in simplicity and flexibility. A bishop
who wrote early in the thirteenth century an English devotional
book for nuns was specifically responsible for the introduction
of a number of Erenoh words, and Ghaucer was the first to make
written use of many more. Of course the actual introduction of
most is impossible to trace.
A third effect of the fusion of the languages iS less often
mentioned. This is the change in pronunciation, which makes Eng-
lish different from both its progenitors. It appears probable
that the Hormans refused to honor the Teutonic gutterals, while
the Saxons balked at thd Erench nasals. At any rate, we have
neither in English. The characteristic Saxon J) sound was for some
reason retained, but the character itself, like the other pecu-
liar Saxon forms, disappeared in favor of the French (which was
also the Latin) alphabet. It is a little strange what has be-
come of the French u sound, common to both stocks. Possibly the
Latin influence eliminated that. The h aspirate was retained from
the Saxon in standard English. Its disappearance in certain words
and its ommissfcon in certain dialects may be owing to French in-
fluence. The curious hybridization has left us a legacy of dif-
ficult spellings and erratic pronunciations, especially with re-
gard to silent letters, as in the Saxon faight and the French Seign .
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The problem was still further oomplioated by pedantic monks who
spelled words by false analogies and mistaken derivations; as ex-
amples might be cited the b in doubt and the u in guilt . Scotland
kept nearest to Anglo-Saxon in many pronunciations, (for the Low-
lands have spoken English since the Saxon princess 1/Iargaret mar-
ried King Malcolm in 2i071) and in lowland Scotch one still hears
the i'eutoiiic oh in such words as nioht
.
and many other signs of a
purer Saxon. Our Jinglish idioms take back to both parents, and
are correspondingly confusing.
In conclusion, it might be of interest to glance at the pre-
sent vocabulary of our literature. Gross gives the following fi-
gures: "Shskespere used 90^ native words; the Authorized Version
of the Bible shows 90;o; Milton 81%; Swift 75%; Johnson 72%; Maoau-
ley 75%; and Tennyson 88%. " It should be noted that these percents
are on the basis of running words, not different words. Of the
remainder, the largest number come from the Prench, the next largest
direct from the Latin, and few from all other sources.
of people that has come from two major sources. The peculiar con-
ditions 01 the horman Conquest were responsible for the merging of
the two unlike tongues. The result is a language which, for wealth
of word choice and for adaptability, cannot be equalled.
English is the only modern language spoken by large numbers
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Historical Essay
DAliVN V<INDS OF DEl^IOCRACY
A study of the fourteenth century
from the point of view of the
rise of democratic ideas
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THE DAWN 7/IND
At tv/o o'clock in the morning.:, if you open your window and listen,
You will hear the feet of the .Vind that is going to call the sun.
And the trees in the shadow rustle and the trees in the moonlight glisten,
And though it is deep, dark night, you feel that the night is done.
So do the cows in the field. I'hey graze for an hour and lie dov/n.
Dozing and chewing the cud; or a “bird in the ivy wakos,
Chirrups one note and is still, and the restless wind strays on,
fidgeting far dcv/n the road, till, softly, the darkness breaks.
Back comes the Wind full strength with a blow like an angel's wing.
Gentle but waking the world, as he shouts: "The Suni The Sun I"
And the light floods over the fields and the birds begin to sing,
/ind the Wind dies dovm in the grass. It is day and his v\fork is done.
So when the world is asleep, and there seems no hope of her waking
Out of some long, bad dream that makes her mutter and moan.
Suddenly all men arise to the noise of fetters breaking.
And everyone smiles at his neighbor and tells him his soul is his own.
Audyard Kipling.
"Scarcely a trace of popular insurgence is to be found in English
v/riting before the days of Wiclif. The newest, the most disturbing,
and for the history of English prose, the most important element in
the life of England in the 14th centui'y was just this awakening of the
underworld of the people, lien now first begain to realize that ftheir
political and spiritual salvation lay not in the hands of overlords
and ecclesiastics, but in their own."
Krapp: The Rise of English Literary
Prose
.
"We are accustomed to think of the 14th century as, on the whole, a
dark epoch in the history of England - an epoch when the corruptions
and injustices and ignorance of the Middle Ages were piling themselves
even higher and higher ;.. .when noblemen and gentry heard in indignant
bewilderment the sullen murmur of peasants av/akening into conscious-
ness thru pain, with nov; and then a shriller cry for vengeance
,
and a
sort of blind justice; an epoch when intellectual life v/as dead or
dying. . .Against this dark background we seemed to see only two bright
figures, that of Chaucer ,... and that of Wyclif, striving to light the
torch of ref ormation. . .L'ith therp, scarcely distinguishable from the
dark figures among v/hich he moved, was dimly discerned a g^unt dreamer
...ever shaping into crude, formless but powerful visions images of
the wrongs and oppressions which he hated and of the growing hope which,
from time to time, was revealed to his eager eyes."
Cambridge History of English Literature
'/ol.II, p.47.
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BCOKOMIG BAGKGROUiroS OP P0URTE31JTH GBKTURY LITERATURE
The Uormans» in 1066, found Anglo-Saxon England in a par-
tially feudal condition. The advantages of oo-operation had led
men to evolve from the tribal or casual Germanic village a fixed
economic unit, and the natural need of defense had induced these
communities to place themselves under the protection of powerful
leaders. Gradually the land had come to be considered the pro-
perty of the great lords, while the people in many cases were
merely serfs. In like manner, the relation of master and man in
a military sense grew up, so that each lord had not only land and
serfs, but fighting men. This system was too loose for the more
exact Uormans. They introduced a far more closely knit fabric
wherein the relation of parts was clearly defined, together with
customs and laws for government. Each manor was very nearly self-
sufficient economically. The population of England in 1006 is
estimated by Usher as 1,800,000, giving a mean density of 35.38
persons per square mile. In 1327 the population was only 2,225,000,
or 43.73 per square mile. Even if Usher is mistaken, and See-
bohm's figures of 4,000,000 are taken, England could easily pro-
duce all the necessary staples for such a relatively small popu-
lation. As a consequence, England, in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, was not only insular, but broken up into feudal units.
To be sura, by the end of the thirteenth century, feudalism
was much modified. The power of the king, while not yet suffi-
cient to break up the feudal units, was nevertheless, in this
relatively compact little kingdom always strong enough to unify
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the aoatterod raanora and towns so as to make even the lower
classes conscious of the fact that there was a central as well
as a manorial government. This was not true to the same extent
on the continent; hence the more harmonious progress of England
toward national feeling. As early as the twelfth century leases
began to displace mere customary rendering of service, as a basis
of tenure. This change affected villeins (not serfs), cotters,
and so forth, making them increasingly independent both in fact
and in feeling. To be sure, their independence, since they were
still bound to the land, does not seem to us very advanced, but
the step was decidedly an advance for the times. In addition,
during the thirteenth century, the increase of population (with
its consequent subdivision of tenant holdings) had made it incon-
venient or impossible for the customary services and payments in
kind to be rendered. Therefore, service was often commuted for
a money payment. We shall see that later this process carried
society entirely away from feudalism; but even at the beginning
of the fourteenth century the foundations were laid, in the new
class of only semi-feudal tenant farmers.
Living conditions were steadily changing among the wealthier
classes, but vary little among agricultural laborers. The Cru-
sades, in which Englishmen had participated at intervals since
Saladin had captured Jerusalem in 1187, had taught the knights
and barons something about luxurious living. The castles were
still strongholds; but gilding, carpets, carvings, cushions, and
elaborately curtained beds could be found in them, mitigating
(or perhaps emphasizing, from our point of view) their crudity,
discomfort, inconvenience, and, sometimes, downright squalor.
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Houses nearer to London, or in peaceful localities, might be less
like fortresses and spread out comfortably about courtyards. In
the following centuries the longbow and gunpowder revolutionized
domestic architecture as well as warfare.
In the cottages life went on much as it had for two or even
three or four centuries. Llore than half of the villein's time
was given to his lord. He was bound to give week-work, boon-
work, payment in kind, heriot-payments
,
and all sorts of special
payments if he bargaindd for special privileges or permissions.
As has already been stated, in many places some of these services
had been commuted even before the beginning of the fourteenth
century, but the general condition, in part or whole, still exis-
ted. Silver coins were in use, but the country-side as a whole
was not upon money-econoray, and exchange of service, produce, and
so forth, were necessary for the ordinary circumstances of life.
Life was hard. Vtfheat and rye (with barley for beer) and salt
meat were the usual food. Field peas and beans were given cattle,
and were sometimes eaten by the people. Peasants resented not
only their hard lot, but their lack of freedom. "Be it never so
stark winter I dare not linger at home for awe of my lord...
Mighty hard work it is, for I am not free."
But the towns, in common with the more urban Knights, were
living much more comfortably. By the middle of the thirteenth
century there were about 200 towns in England. London had a
population of 25,000, York and Bristol about 10,000 each, Gom-
monly a town sheltered from 1,500 to 4,000 people. These towns
had won charters from the king, nobleman, abbey, or bishopric
upon whose territory they had grown up. Their political privi-
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lages were important: taxation in a lump sum; town courts; their
own rules for trade and property; representation in Parliament,
The guilds, fairs and foreign merchants had brought higher stan-
dards of living and new ideas.
Travel from town to town, or from manor to manor was slow,
uncomfortable, and often dangerous. The average traveler made
about eighteen miles a day, although couriers in an emergency had
been known to ride in one day as many as a hundred miles. Prom
Rome to Canterbury news had once been carried post in twenty-nine
days; but usually seven weeks was considered a good record. Roads
and bridges were few, very ill-kept, end steadily growing worse,
as serf-labor was less plentiful. Monasteries and guilds, with
their more intelligent interest in travel, assisted locally in
keeping the ways passable. The merchants on a journey stayed at
the public or priisrate inns, but the very rich and very poor were
sheltered in the monasteries. Because of the dangers from mud
and rivers, losing one's ways, and road robbers, most travellers
not rich enough to journey with private retainers formed or joined
caravans
.
Since land transportation was so uncertain and costly (every
manor and town considered itself at liberty to collect heavy tolls,
which it did not spend upon the roads) most goods were sent by wa-
ter when possible. The rivers and tow-paths were kept in fair or-
der by the merchant guilds. Important trading, both wholesale
and retail, was carried on by means of fairs, one, two, or four a
year. The smaller ones dwindled as the towns grew. These fairs
were recognized and organized institutions with special laws and even
special courts - "the court of pie-powder" (pied poudre)
. Markets,
chiefly for food-stuff s were held weekly or oftener.
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I Political
It was against this panorama of common, overy-day life that
important political events were occurring - events in the long,
slow succession that has changed England from the feudal country
of the thirteenth century to the democracy of today. And these
events brought about, then and there, a prophecy of the time when
the common laborers of England - and of the world - would be the
folk to be politically considered and reckoned with.
Edward I came in 127E to the throne of a country badly in
need of strong government. The merest list of things he accom-
plished shows that he was the ruler for the times. The turbulent
barons were controlled by diplomacy, by force, and by a growing
net of legal restriction; London, which had lately been in a tur-
moil of strife between the guilds and rich traders was pacified
and set in order; the towns were made more prosperous by the king'
foresight in so systematizing the levies and the trade laws that
a credit scheme was made possible; the country-side in general
was made safer by the king's enforcement of the lews against rob-
bery and arson. Edward's foreign policy of non-interference ex-
cept for self-protection secured a respite from the inevitable
struggle with Prance; nearer home, he conquered Wales and, tem-
porarily, Scotland. To be sure many of these achievements seemed
to be undone in the century that followed, but their effects were
farther-reaching than was then apparent. Especially important
for our consideration are (1) his success in stabilizing trade
so that throughout the fourteenth century merchants and artisans
both culturally and politically leavened feudal society, making
possible the work of the Lollards and of protest generally; and
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(2) hid suoceas Iti deferring the war with Frenoe until the intro-
duction of the longbow and gunpowder (those great levellers of
baronial pride) could make every battle a practical demonstration
of the power of the common man.
In the realm of law, however, his reforms were obviously sig
nificant. The very fact that, in revising, restating, and codi-
fying the statutes he exalted law, lawyers, and legal forms, en-
couraged the people - even the poor - to think of their rights.
This attitude of mind had much to do with raising the Peasants'
Revolt above the level of mere rioting and dignifying it, in the
minds of participants and opponents alike, with something of the
status of an organized protest. In detail, two land-laws, one
very directly, affected the lesser tenant class. This law al-
lowed the outright sale of unencumbered land, thus checking the
perpetual, complicated, and expensive process of sub-infeudation
.
Kow the small tenant might dispose of his holdings and go else-
where without dragging with him the cumbersome chain of feudal
obligation, in which he must remain a link. The second law, the
Statute of Mortmain, by forbidding the alienation of estates to
the church, helped to check the further enrichment of the power
against which, as against the great landholders, the peasants
afterward rose.
In the latter part of his reign, Rdward, impoverished by
the Scotch wars and by the expulsion of his enforced bankers, the
Jews, was obliged to levy very heavy taxes upon all above the ac-
tual laboring classes, and so it was amidst growing baronial op-
position to the crown that Edward II came to the throne in 1007
,
a Rehoboam in temperament if not in result.
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If Edward I by his strong rule had laid the foundations for
a possible rise of democratio feeling, Edward II, by his weak-
ness, extravagance, and indifference, offered every incentive
for the common folk to build upon the foundation. The barons now
opposed and now abetted him as suited their convenience. London
reverted to its favorite sport of rioting. Scoth troops were vic-
torious at Bannockburn and ravaged the north. Morale was low.
The barons, with their unchecked hordes of retainers, defied the
king when they pleased, and winked at the lawless acts of their
retinue. Knights joined or headed roving bands of robbers that
infested the country and harried the smaller towns. V/as the court
depressed and anxious? On the contrary the wealthy courtiers vied
with one another and with the king as to richness in dress, extra-
vagance in entertainment, and luxury of living. The middle class
aped the rich as well as they could. Edward's French queen led
in a life that took no note of England's disorders and of the miser
able state of the poor who, by a series of bad harvests and cattle
plagues, had been reduced to acute distress. In such times as
these, revolts are born. By 1427, the queen had united witji Edward
enemies, and in that year Edward was deposed upon the just charge
of "total neglect of the business of the kingdom." But in this
dark hour "the voice of the chronicler spoke of a growing national
spirit, which resented the way England had been dragged in the
dust.” (Vickers)
The young king Edv^ard III was personally popular. He was a
handsome young fellow and a "born soldier." After his minority,
during which his French mother and Mortimer had concluded humili-
ating treaties with France and Scotland, he rather vigorously re-
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stored a degree of peace and order, was victorious over the Scotch
and opened the long impending struggle with France - a struggle
that was to last more than a full centurj' , The king had been care-
fully educated for his time, and had a conventional respect for
learning together with a practical appreciation of "the value of
literary retainers”; but his real interests were largely selfish
and physical. Although he had sense and vigour enough to make a
fairly successful attempt to keep domestic peace and order, his
vanity and delight in spectacular achievement led him to give his
best to the war, with its strange end picturesque mixture of medi-
eval and modern methods of absurdity and practicality. Of course
he cannot be blamed for the war itself, France had determined to
drive England out of Aquitaine and Gascony. England vms equally
determined to retain its French possessions, and to prevent France
from aiding iicotland. The victory at Orecy fired all England with
enthusiasm. Society plunged into an orgy of light-hearted extra-
vagance, dramatically checked by the Black Death of 1248. The ap-
parent success of English hopes up to 1260 was followed by persis-
tent losses until the truce of 1275 ended the first phase of the
war. England was thoroughly tired of a war that had proved so de-
ceptively disastrous. By this time the aging king had lost his
grip upon affairs which he laid down entirely in 1277. There was
much in the new methods of warfare to stir the ambitions of com-
mon men. The longbow, now in full use, made the footsoldier the
most important unit in fighting. Inside his heavy armor the knight
was helpless off his horse, and almost impossible to direct for
any kind of tactics. Long before these unwieldy horsemen could
get near enough to be dangerous, the leather-clad yeoman archers
could send among them a shower of deadly arrov/s. The yeorasn was
not slow in learning the lesson that he could stand up against
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his lord, and perhaps win the battle* Again, the war gave oppor-
tunity for many "self-made” men to rise from obscurity, for ability
in tactics, or in securing and directing recruits, brought money
and influence
.
Richard II, "The Londoner’s King" was eleven years old when
he ascended the throne in 1277; therefore, since he was still a
lad iih 1201 when the Peasants' Revolt broke into open flame, his
ineffieient regents, with their inability to control the rampant
parties, must be held responsible for the opportunity that came,
at last, to the peasants. When Richard, at twenty-three, took
control of the government, there was rejoicing, apparently with
cause, for the young King, advised by John of Graunt, and befriended
by Parliament, at first ruled well. Perhaps he was insane in his
later life; at any rate his conduct was erratic and oppressive.
When Henry of Lancaster, unjustly exiled as many thought, returned
to 3hgland, he was able to make good his claim to the throne.
Richard II was deposed, and died or was killed in 12^/9.
But let us see what was happening in Parliament during this
century, and whether its development gave any encouragement to
the democratic notions of the hoviex classes. The Parliament of
1295 included, by the command of Edward I, representative barons,
knights, prelates, and burgesses from all over the land. It was
the great prophetic assembly of all Englishmen. To be sure, it
did not include the actual laborers, but it did include middle
class folk v;ho never before, and nowher else, had risen to such
official dignity. Two years later these groups, later called
Oommons, began definitely to reach out for some control of taxa-
tion by objecting to the king's arbitrary increase of the tax on
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wool. It is significant that Parliament, now including Commons,
made this demand in the name of Magna Jarta
,
claiming that the
Idng had no right to change the status quo. This was the first
precedent in its field, and the king yielded. Parliament had
proved that Magna Carta, retrogressive in intention was progres-
sive in fact, and could be invoked by any group in power as a
shield against despotism. At the same time, the power of the
king remained sufficiently strong to checkmate the extremer am-
bitions of the barons. As a result, there was no one undisputed
power, such as later developed in Prance utterly to suppress the
democratic ideas of the fourteenth century, and to crush, with
cruel efficienoy, the rising of the laborers. The peasants ap-
pealed to the king; it was Parliament that undertook to regulate
the disorder.
In 13E<d Parliament asserted that no policy should be under-
taken without the consent of Doth houses. During the reign of
Edward II, in spite of the king's evasions, the principle was pret-
ty firmiy estaDiished tnat wnen tne xing asked for Parliament's
consent or for money-grants, "redress of grievances should precede
grants of aid,”
The reign of Edward III was a very fruitful time for Parlia-
mentary development. That ooay wnich, at one time, had shown signs
of splitting into lour sections, had definitely united with two
main divisions. The Knights, who had formed a political alliance
with the burgesses under the name Commons
,
were nevertheless so
often in social sympathy with the oaruns that tney acted as an
amalgamating factor, preventing complete alienation of the two
,
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opposing forces . The war, witn its increasing caxi for a go-
vernment-paid army, made it possible for Parliament partly to
enforce its control of taxation. The struggle between state and
church concerned the people of iingiancL so acuteiy tnat in l34i5,
i5ol, i2bS, 1374, and 1276, it was Parliament, and not the icing,
that insisteu upon protests and statutes against papal domination
’’Par from oeing aictateu oy royai influence”, says Vickers, "they
(Statutes of Provisors and Praemunire) were carriea aespite the
passive resistance of Edward III". In tne "Good Parliament" of
1276 it was tne Commons tnat aemanded the impeacnment of certain
ministers, specifying cnarges, in the first example of organized
legal struggle between barons ana commons.. .To be sure much of
the work of the Good Parliament was soon undone; out the prece-
deiit remainea. During the reign of Eaward III, when tne king’s
war-needs forced him to bargain. Parliament gainea another point.
Heretofore, petitions, if granted oy the king, might De delayed
or cnangea. How it was understoou tnat any petition granted
snuuj.a cecome a statute at once, in the form presented. All
this meant a degree of power to the midaie classes nardly equaled
since ancient times. And by implication it reduced the importanc
of the great iandov/ners, while it urought tne possibilities of
power closer to tne laoorer.
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II Raiigioua and Ecoiesiasticai
The eariy fourteenth oentur;y was, in the English church,
a time of great material wearth, ana of great spiritual dearth.
The church, in its various branches, owned about one-third of
ail. the lana in England (and that the richest) and had a yearly
income mure tnan twice the royal revenues. The preceding cen-
tury had seen great increase in the importance of the friars,
who had won the jealousy of the oiaer monastic estaolishment s
.
It was toward the friars, in the main, that the English people
directed their criticisms. These orders, often oitter rivals
among themseives, were far from being the poor and righteous
folic that Francis and Dominic had intended to send forth. Their
wealth, greed, and insolence had alienated both poor and rich.
Of course the monasteries were also attached, out, after ail,
they had settled into the routine of English life so thoroughly
that, wniie the oarons looked upon their wealth with covetous
eyes, the middle and lovjer classes looked upon them much as they
did upon tne barons tnemseives, with considerable deference to
their claims, and a shrug or a curse for their shortcomings,
Ghaucer describes the monk with a kind of good-humored tolerance,
and saves his contempt for tne pardoner and Friar Hubert--
”And if a profit was to be expected
No courtesy or service he neglected.”
"For he was not a monk threadoare of collar,
Out of some cioister, lixe a naif-starved scholar,"
"Always he kept his tippet stuffed with knives
And pins that he could give to comely wives."
The parishes, for the must part, were ill cared fur. The
system of pluralism permitted a shrewd priest to head a number
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of parishes, colieoticg and often extorting, from them fat reve-
nues. Then, for a pittance, he hired curates who, often indif-
ferent and ignorant, did or failed to do the actual perish busi-
ness, while he himself lived at ease in town. There were, of
course, priests of a different stamp, like Ohaucer’s "poore par-
soun of a town," who
"taught Ohrist'a and his tv/elve apostles' creed,
And first in living of it took the lead."
Add to ail these sources of irritation the facts that the
great prelates constantly vied with the barons for political
preferment (and frequently w:)n, too) and that all the people
alike felt the sting of the "benefit of clergy" and the loss of
the revenues that went to enrich the pope, and surely the stage
is set psychologically for the protest and revolt that follow.
All these causes for friction were intensified as the cen-
tury went on. The Babyxoniah Captivity of the popes lessened
popular respect for the church and deepened popular suspicion of
a spiritual monarch who was not only himself a foreigner, but
seemed now to be the merest political tool used to further the
ambitions of England's inevitable enemy, J’rance. Then, when the
return from Avignon was followed by the Great Schism in liiVS,
public confidence, already shaken, became still weaker. It was
this revelation of what was certainly not infallibility, to put
it mildly, that stirred Wyclif and many a disillusioned man be-
sides, to open disgust. When later, England discovered that it
had backed the losing pope, it was more than ever convinced that
oomething was wrong. John of Gaunt was truly representing popular
thought when he led a movement aiming to despoil the church of its
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wealth and political power.
It seems certain tiiat very much of the religious and poli-
tical development of the fourteenth century was due to the posi-
tion taken by Oxford, and especially by Oxford's most noted con-
temporary professor, John Wyclif. Scholasticism as a system was
nearing the close of its influence, but its intense interest in
logic and in abstract ideas drove Vnyclif from position to posi-
tion until he finally reached a point toward which he certainly
had not originaxly aimed, and whose practical implication he
neither foresaw nor wholly approved. Marsiglio of Padua and
William of Ockham had already propounded more or less revolu-
tionary theories, "Government by consent of the governed was
coming to be understood as a working principle of political philo
sophy." (Vickers) These ideas were extant at Oxford, and were
supplemented by the reasonghg of Wyclif, the realist who be-
lieved ideas to be the realities of life. It must be remembered
that Oxford drew its students from all parts and all classes
of the kingdom, and that "the ideas which were born in a lecture
room soon passed to the distant villages of the north."
Let us note briefly the steps by which Wyclif led the waj^
toward democracy. There seem to have been two root ideas from
which his theories sprang: in the first place, he was that com-
paratively new creation, a patriotic Englishman; in the second,
he thoroughly believed in a certain tenet that taught, after the
"realist" fashion, that a standard "lordship" existed, and was
the prerogative of God.
^
This "lordship" he loaned to men, to be
exercised onxy so long as the recipients were obedient to God's
will, how Wyclif, in common with other scholastics, held a dogma
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not as a tentative and mutable opinion, out as final and abso-
lute truth never to be questioned, Eo doubt the church would
have agreed heartily with his definition of ’’lordship”, had he
been willing to accept the church's ruling as an interpretation
of 'iod’s wiix. Of course, if he had been temperamentally a
thorough-going Catholic, he would have taken this view. But in-
stead, he held to the neretical opinion that it was not only
every man’s privilege, out his uouriden duty, to study and to know
God's will. Scholastic deoates such as this one about the ab-
stract meaning of ’’lordship” had hitherto been confined to trained
scholars; Wyclii brought it to tne level of the popular speech
and mina. His democracy nurtured in a medieval university, and
his pen and tongue trained to express thoughts for all classes
of students, he now consciously enlarged his audience, by trans-
lating tne Bible into English (that every man might have the
wherewithal to learn God's will) and by writing pamphlets in the
vernacular so that the ”lewed” common folk might understand the
controversy; for he believed with increasing fervor that CJ^rist
was in every man.
A men of the strictest personal integrity, he early became
distressed and then disgusted at the scandals in the church. It
took no special acuteness to perceive that, to say the least, the
prelates ana friars were misusing their church-given power,
neither in their private lives nor in their official acts did
they do v^od's will. It followed, then, that they had no right
to exercise "lordship”, When surely God had withdrawn his sanc-
tion, nor had any churchman, ever the pope, the right to threaten
or carry out excommunication, except for actual wrong-doing. But
as a matter of fact, the church excoinmunicated for a difference
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of dootriue, or for a breaoh of oanon law, Wyoiif, perhaps at
first from a mere sohoiarly delight in precise argumentation,
tnuught tnese things, buj he also said and wrote them for
an auaience already preaisposea to seize joyfully any weapon
against the hated churchmen. In addition he stated another
popular truth, his belief that the church’s wealth— its endow-
ments and revenues--was tne root of all ecclesiastical evil.
He also opposed, on practical as weii as on tneoretical grounds,
tne custom ui sending large quantities of money, gained by papal
taxation, out of iingland.
The first obvious consequence of Wyclif's coui-se of action
was his popularity wi tn the barons, Richard II and John of
(Jaunt were both firmly on his side. And Oxford, forced to in-
vestigate chfirges of heresy brought against him, reported his
views not heterodox. In 15bo Wyclif supported with his powerful
pen the proposax to. repudiate the payment of tribute to the pope
--a tribute promised in lEio by Johii.
But V7yciif was entirely too honest and fearless to be a
mere political tool. The arguments against the exercise of "lord
Ship” by unjust and greedy churcnmen applied equally weii to its
use at the hands of unjust ana greedy barons. Here was another
st®ry. While he himself was, as a theologian, much less interes-
ted in this side of the application, nevertheless he did not
snun to declare the whole trutn wnenever occasion arose. The
common folx of iiJngland carried his doctrines to their practical
conclusions, If their temporal and spiritual overlords had no
right to be "lords over God's heritage", then it was the right
of tne common man to demand his fuil snare of importance. Tnis
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point of view was not medieval. The right and value of the in-
dividual man was a rather new idea, certainx^ in the political
sense. Perhaps if men's established ideas had not already been
oadxy shaKen by the ravages of the Black Death, V/yciif's ideas
would have round less fertile suix; as it was, the many inter-
weaving influences tending toward democracy were brought into
focus by this doctor of Oxford,
After tne Great Schism, Wyclif followed the logic of his
convictions, and broke entirely^ with the papacy. About I'&ii he
uegan to send out his "poor priests" to teach and preacn. Off
they went, to c&rry into every corner of England his doctrines
of individual responsibility and individual rights. Is it strang
that the latter found quicxer response than the lormer? His op-
position to endowments and the concentration of wealth and power
oecame in tne tnougnt oi the Loilaras an irresponsible socialism;
his disbelief in transubstantiation showed in their contempt for
the sacraments; his confidence in tne individual conscience suf-
fered an unwarranted, uut not unnatural, change until it seemed
to authorize a Kind oi anarchy. We shall see tnat tnese ideas
naa their place in oringing aoout the Peasants’ Revolt.
The literature of the period pictures clearly the state of
the public mind. The thirteenth century produced a "thin but
constant trickle of the people's literature" showing the oppres-
sion and sorrow of the peasant. In the "Song of the Husbandman"
the peasant complains that with all his hard work and poverty
he is "robbed and picked 'ful dene'". About the same time "A
Song against the Retinues of Great People" was widely circulated.
In even more popular styie, the ballads, later taking the form
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of the Robin Hood tales, sung of the revenge of men driven to
desperation by oppression. Another common subject of satire
was the "light lives and dark deeds" of churchmen. "The land of
Cokaygne" a^ttacked the gluttony and idleness of the monks; in
one version of "Reynard the Fox" Reynard appears as a tricky
confessor
,
Richard Roiie flbU0-lb4y)
,
a hermit in minor orders, wrote
widely read prose and poetry in which he protested against the
misuse of wealth, holding that all work, whether high or low,
should be done in the same honesty of purpose and freedom of
spirit. While he attacked neither church nor class, he neverthe-
less vigorously condemned individual abuses in both, and preached
the equality of all men. His influence was so great that he had
a large following, and might, under ^different circumstances, have
founded a new order. Throughout the century were circulated many
tracts, short poems, doggerel appeals and attacks, and so forhh--
a type of literature with a more immediate influence than that
of more pretentious works.
But of the three great masterpieces of the century two re-
flect, as in a mirror, the life and temper of the time; while
the third, Wyclif's Bible, exerted a tremendous influence upon
men's thoughts. In our own day, the Bible is, perhaps, almost
as much an unknown book as it was in the fourteenth century.
But amidst the multitude of books available today it would doubt-
less be impossible to reproduce the dramatic discovery of the
Scriptures that occurred when 7iTyclif's vernacular translation
was issued. This was, to be sure, by no means the first attempt;
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to present tne Bible in Sngiish, oat this particular rendering
came at a time that csuaed it to become immediately almost sen-
sational. In remote corners of iingland men, women, and children
gathered to hear read to them the Bible, Their minds already
roused to question the authority and conduct of the church, they
listened argumentatively to prove their own theories. They seized
upon passages that denounoed wrong-doing or comforted the for-
lorn, and then listened again, eagerly, when the "poor priests"
explained that every man must govern his own conduct by his own
conscience
,
"Canteroury Tales" and "Piers Plowman" give, almost as if
they had been specially designed to do so, complementary views
of fourteenth century life. William Langland, probably respon-
sible for at least the framework of "Piers Plov;man" v/as the son
of a freeman or a serf, and was born about li^Sl, far to the north-
west of London. All his life he was poor and obscure. He pro-
bably was in minor orders. He saw things, then, from the point
of view of one who himself suffered from the abuses he condemned,
while, at the same time, in thought and imagination, he saw their
wider significance. As the poet wanders about Malvern Hills he
is given a vision, in which he seas ail classes of men "working
or wandering about". He sees the xnights and friars as "wastours"
who prey upon society; the barons as oppressors; the merchants
as dishonest; lawyers as rapacious; the poor as lazy and greedy.
The priest owns that he cannot even after many years conduct his
service correctiy--tnat he is deceitful and cruel. And yet,
strange to say, Langland 's picture is neither lurid nor vitriolic.
He merely recognizes tiiat all classes have their faults. He is
chiefly concerned in preaching most earnestly his doctrine of
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just and Kindly living. "Though he be thine underling here,"
Piers says to the knight, "well may hap in heaven that ho be
more worthier set and with more bliss than thou,"
"Por alle are we Grystes creatures, and of his cofires riohe.
And brethren as of o blode, as wel beggares as erles.”
Of course the aoo trine of the equality of man before God was no
new one. The church had always taught it, and such men as St,
Prancis had conspicuously practiced it. But Piers makes a de-
finitely social application. The knight must not oniy concede
the value of his serf's soul; he must "no more wrest goods from
his tenant, nor misdo the poor". The laborer must not oniy look
for reward in heaven; he must respect himself and his labor.
Piers, a poor but upright plowman, is the one who does the prea-
ching, judging and advising all alike, rich as well as poor.
That "Piers Plowman" accuragely represents the common democratic
feeling of the time is proved by the many imitative poems pro-
duced soon after its appearance. "Wynnere and Wastonr", "Peres
the Ploughman’s Grede", "The Ploughman's Tale" prove that the
preacher-plowman had caught the general fancy, no doubt the more
popular because of his resemblance to the "poor priests".
If Langiand was preacher, prophet, and sociologist, Ghaucer
was merely a keen artist-observer, less personally affected by
the turmoil, but interested to see and to picture what was going
on. Ghaucer spent his life in the branch of court life that cor-
responded to our civil-service. He was a Londoner of good family,
married a lady of the court, traveled widely^ and was altogether
a shrewd and cultured gentleman of his world. He was also a lay-
man in a branch of public life where laymen were only then begin-
ning to displace clerics, Consequently he had plenty of oppor-
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tunlty to obaorve ohurohmen and the gentry (for these were hia
friends) as well as the poorer classes with whom his business
and travel brought him in contact. Being at the very center of
official life, he was also in a position to know in the widest
way what was taking place throughout the kingdom. Add to this
the facts that he knew foreign countries by personal visits,
that he was widely read, and that he was a literary man by pro-
fession, and it will not seem strange that his range was wider,
and his attitude more tolerant, than those of Langland. Doubt-
less he had less moral influence upon his own time.
0
Like ’’Piers Plowman”, the ’’Canterbury Tales” picture the
whole world full of folk. Here, too, we find priest and merchant,
plowman and knight. Chaucer has seen too much of the world to
take many phases of life in deadly earnest. His monk is des-
cribed with a sort of good-humored shrug. But the poor parson,
whose brother is a plowman, is presented with sincere respect,
Chaucer, like Langrand, sees as much of value and interest in
the plowman as in the knight, and finds far more real worth than
in the rascally lawj^er. Chaucer is thoroughly secular, a human-
ist rather than a medieval student; but he, too, both reflects
and teaches the key-movement of his century, real democracy.
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Ill Eoonomlo, Industrial, Social
Two groups o±' wording men -- artisans and farm-laborers --
rose to considerable prominence in the fourteenth century. Had
the two woriced together, the story of the Peasants' Revolt would
have been otherwise. The artisans were indeed at first inclined
to join the agrarian laborers; but, more shrewd or cautious than
the peasants, they failed to support the rising, (no doubt also
Decause they had less immediate incentive) so that the towns,
and especially London, really made possible the ultimate defeat.
Evidently the time had not yet come when the solidarity of the
English common people had so far grown as to bring success to any
popular movement. In view of the fact that the fourteenth century
saw the first stirrings of democracy in a society not yet wholly
beyoQd feudalism, and in a country where travel and communication
made impossible any real (concert of purpose and action, defeat
was inevitable. 'Ve are, however, interested in the fact that,
in the face of such discouragements, so much could be accomplished
Edward I had established definite trade contacts with IJor-
way, Rianders, Gascony, the Hanse Towns, Italy, and Spain, Vene-
tian and Rlorentine merchants settled in the southern ports,
Banlcers of Lucca and Gahors partly displaced the Jews. English
0
merchants traveled little, but in the larger towns, especially
the "Staple Towns", as wall as in London, foreign traders visited
or settled, Edward III encouraged Rlemish weavers, dyers, fullers
and other craftsmen to settle in England. England exported wool,
sheepslcins, hides, leather, coarse woven fabrics, tin, and lead;
imported manufactured goods, and products of the tropics and of
the East — wine, sugar, dyes, cotton, silJc, gems, spices, and
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30 on. In one year iilngland received <?bO,uOO in duties on exported
wool. Chaucer's position as comptroller of wool customs must
have been an important one. Foreign trade was well established
eariy in the lourteenth century; it increased steadily, except
for the period of the Black Death,
It can easily be seen, therefore, why the merchant-guilds
Decame ooth iniluential and wealthy. It is apparent why and how
they grew from the mere frith-guilds (peace-clubs), tnrough the
stage of town-guilds (comprising all the substantial citizens of
a town)
,
until they became powerful associations of merchants and
traders tnat ruled the internal affairs of the town, governed in-
ter-municipal trade, regulated credit, and had a decided influ-
ence on even national policies. Originally these guilds had in-
cluded the artisans connected with each business, but as time
went on the merchants took less and less interest in the crafts.
Consequently, the butchers, glovers, and so forth, frozen out
of the leather-merchants' guild, or the tailors, excluded from
the cloth-merchants' guild, drew together to protect their rights.
These might be landless men, and for a long time, in an economic
system founded primarily upon ownership of land, the craftsmen
fought in vain for legal recognition. On the continent, the
crafts lost the fight, and remained little better than serfs of
the merchants. But Snglishmen were made of sterner and (perhaps
in ail Classes) juster stuff. Consequently, after repeated pe-
titions, the craft-guilds, even in the time of the first Edward,
had won their first royai charters, and in the reign of Edward
III became even more powerful than the merchant-guilds themselves.
At York, about li^bu, there were more than fifty separate craft-
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guilds. For a time their internal government was truly demo-
cratic, with apprentices, Journeymen, and masters in each group,
with the regular succession open to each member. But by the end
of the century, and carrier in London, there was a regular ar-
tisan Class — men who were employed permanently, and never ex-
pected to rise to mastership; while the craft-guilds themselves
oecarae as autocratic as the merchant-guilds had been. Here, then,
among the artisans, the impulse to democracy burned and flickered,
but never wholly died, for the English townsmen that would not
uphold the Peasants' Revolt proved through the centuries to b
e
the stubborn core which, with their allies, the knights, resisted
oppression and finally secured English liberties.
The agrarian laborers were less fortunate. Their star waxed,
waned, and apparently set in even deeper gloom. But, even so,
the economic movement of the times brought them, centuries later,
to the fore, more slowly, but Just as sureiy.
Some attention has already been given to the rise of the
free laborer. To summarize briefly: From the twelfth centurjs
leases began to replace the mere customary service of villeins
(not serfs) . This gave a new measure of stability and security
to the tenants. They were stiii, however, obliged to make pay-
ment in labor or in kind. The increase of population led to un-
due subdivision of tenants’ holdings, with consequent uncertainty
as to the amount and kind of labor due, or available. About the
same time, money was coming back into wider use, after a period
of feudal business carried on almost without it. In adaition,
the Scotch wars made it necessary for nobles and king to replenish
their depleted treasuries if they were either to carry on the
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oampaigns pr tp purohaae the luxuries to which they were
becoming accustomed. These various causes operated greatly to
hasten the commutation of service for money, when a cotter wished
to pay his rent outright, rather than to be bound by the often
irksome labor obligations. Sven the serfs reaped the benefit
of the new importance of money, for many lords, from the king
down, sold freedom to any who could buy. In those troubled times,
also, it became easier t® escape — and any serf who could escape to
a town and live tnere for a year and a day was freed from his
lord's control. There were nov/, therefore, two new classes:
first, the thrifty tenant, able to empioy labor, and second, free
laborers who were neither serfs nor tenants. Inevitable compe-
tition at certain seasons of the year for the services of these
men lea to a change in the estimation in which they were held,
and in which they held themselves. They travelled about more
freeiy now, came into contact with the towns, became wiser, shrew-
der, and more independent. Perhaps the change would have taken
care of itself (for conaitions were natural enough, and were be-
coming stabilized) and the rise of the agrarian laborer continued
uninterrupted, had not the Black Death intervened, to overturn
not onry the status quo in industrial life, but the very thought-
processes of the remnant of people left alive.
After a succession of epidemics and bad harvests, the bu«>
bonic plague visited England with the most destructive force of
any known disaster. Throughout the country about one-half, and
in certain localities as many as two-thirds of the people died
with horrible suddenness. The harvest rotted ungathered; com-
merce was at a standstill; famine was added to pestilence, and
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panic. 3tii.i more cie’eply and lastingly serious was the utter
dislocation of mental outlook. Where were the fixed ideas upon
which men had depended? Vickers says: "The moral eiiect of
such successive visitations cannot be over-estimated. The sud-
denness of the attack, the seeming inevitability of the disease,
its mysterious and novel nature, all reacted forcibly upon the
survivors .. .T’rom tnis time unwards a spirit oi reckless bravado
seemed to spread through the nation, a neglect of authority, a
feeling that life was beginning ail over again, with a new-found
liberty that trembled on the verge of violence. The author of
Piers Plowman in particular writes or the decay of morals 'sithen
the pestilence' as affecting all classes. It was also a time of
religious deadness .. .Pilgrimages had become more excuses for a
holiday tnan religious undertaking. . .The Black Death, in fact,
is the central point for a great transition in England, It came
when the mysticism of the Middle Ages was already passing away,
and men were becoming more materialistic in their outlook. Un-
der the circumstances, the tendency might have been, as indeed
it was in some parts of Europe, to fly to the consolations of re-
ligion, but tne feeling of national price, burn of recent vic-
tories in France, the increase in natural resources which was
beginning to be apparent, the new realm of conquest and of com-
merce What seemed to be opening out before the country, ail ten-
ded in the opposite direction. Great indead as was the effect
of the pestilence upon the political and economic life of the
nation, deep down beneath an this lay tne spiritual change which
more than anything else shattered the foundations of medieval
society ."
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For the momerit the nmnor lords seamed to nave gained by the
plague, through heriot payments, eschested lands, ^nd so lorth.
But it was soon apparent that mills without corn to grind, and
land without laborers to till it were poor assest indeed. La-
borers were more restless and lawless than ever . They immedi-
ately demanded higher wages, as, indeed, they well might, for
prices had soared. In such a crisis it was even more natural
from tne medieval point of view than from our ov;n that Parlia-
ment Should standardize wages. The guilds had always regulated
such matters in the crafts, and Parliament, a kind of national
association, tried to take the situation in hand, by passing the
Statute of Laborers, ordering a continuation of former wages,
forced laoor, and a tentative return of the free laborer to vil-
lienage. There were attempts, often successful, to find flaws
in manumission paper, whereby serfs oouid be remanded to bondage.
Of course in the nature of things such laws could not be enforced,
for lords as well as laborers disregarded them whenever they
found it to their advantage kna possible to do so. The fact that
they were ineffective is proved by later discussion and re-enact-
ment in Parliament, However, they were well calculated to stir
up fear aiid cruelty and fraud and hatred that were not easily
laid at rest. The landlords, deprived of farm labor, turned
more and more to sheep-raising, as requiring less tendance, and
bringing surer returns. They enclosed land hitherto held in
common by tenants, or actually confiscated, by legal fiction or
by downright force, lands belonging to cotters. Men were ejec-
ted from their homes, and turned out to add to the general con-
fusion and bitterness. Had iinglishmen had any faith in the church.
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some common^ ground for rehabilitation might have oeen found,
But» as has already been seen, churohraen had completely lost
the confidence of the people. Indeed to the medieval mind, church
and state were so closely connected Dy tne common folk tnat re-
volt against one involved revolt against the other. As in the
cases of the earlier Waldensians and Albigensians in Prance, as
weij. as of the later Reformation groups, social, religious, and
political protest went hand in hand. Ho wonder these folk came
to be called ’’protestants” . The church, too, had oeen definitely
hostile to the manumission of serfs, as well as to the guilds;
so it was not strange ii now Lollardry and political rebellion
went hand in hand. All the long years in which these laborers
and artisans had grown to feel tnemseives of increasing conse-
quence were bearing fruit now, as oppression, cnange, and new
freedom oi tnougnt and of action stimuxated men to stand up for
their rights. The actual match that set off the powder-train
was comparatively insignificant. The Prench wars were not going
well, the treasury was low, everybodj* alike, each in his sphere,
was both poor and disgruntled; with singular obtuseness. Parlia-
ment chose this time to levy a poll-tax, which was new, and re-
latively high in amount. This the laborer must pay, as well as
the rich man. To add to the discontent, the levies were unfair-
ly ana oiten cruexxy corrected. The peasants, who had seen their
ferlows fight successfully upon the fields of Prance, rose under
John Ball and marched to London. At first the artisans of Lon-
don were minded to join v/itn the insurgents; but after a little,
perhaps oecause they had felt the pinch of conditions much iess
harshly, they decided to stand by the authorities . The Revolt,
thin, could not succeed, with the towns against it. John Ball,
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Lollard and aooialiat, was imprisoned; Wat Tyler was stabbed; the
boy-Jcing, Riohard II was unaoie or unwilling to keep the promises
by wnioh he had ooaxed the hostile peasants to leave London.
Strangely enough, the Revolt lasted in more or less organized
fasnion for five raontns . The strangeness lay in the fact that
never before had peasants stood out so steadily and so intelligent-
ly against their lords. But the movement was doomed. In spite
of the strides made by the common folic, the power was still in the
hands of tne upper Classes —odds too great to be long fought against
The immediate result of the Peasants’ Revolt of lii7b was a
wave Of conservatism that was felt in every department of iing-
lish life. It ia a question whether the uprising did not appre-
ciably delay the coraoing of a measure of freedom and dignity for
the laborers. Nevertheless, cnange came rather rapidly. By the
middle of the fifteenth century the mass of the laborers and serfs
were free, if only because conditions no longer made feudal rela-
tionships profitable.
The end of the century found general conditions considerably
changed. Life was more comfortable tJrian at the beginning, and the
English nation had been definitely realized. The struggle was to
come as to whether tne crown, the barons, or Parliament snould be
supreme. The next century was in many ways a dark and depressing
period. Not much more of any democratic feeling can be found on
the surface until the Elizaoetnan period, Lollardjry was driven un-
derground, to rise again in Puritanssm. Apparently the democractic
movements of the fourteenth century had amounted to nothing. But
their effects were not lost; and, after the recession of the wave,
it returned again, to come fartner and farther in, as the centuries
went on. And the end is not yet.
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A STUDY of the HISTORY of SNSLISH LITERATURE
in the FIFTEENTH CENTURY.
/
Scope and Purpose
This paper covers the period from the death of Chaucer,
1400, to the death of Richard III, 1482, and the accession
of the Tudor sovereigns. During this period there was pro-
duced very little English literature of enduring value. It
is the intention of the v/riter to shov/ some of the factors
in the political, social, and cultural background which af-
fected the production of literature.
II List of writing produced in 15th century.
III Political and economic situation.
IV Cultural and literary situation - among churchmen and laity.
Outline
I Brief resume of Chaucerian period.
V Some conclusions
Forv/ard look into next century.
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26. History of '.'inglish Literature - Bernhard Ten Brink. Vol II,
Parts I and II. Henry Holt and Company 339 and 309 pp 1696.
An exhaustive and somewhat verbose treatment of the
literature of the period from 1350 to 1550. Valuable
for detailed description of different works.

A Study of the History of Sngliah Literature
in the Fifteenth Century.
The latter half of the fourteenth century had witnessed
in England the first flowering of a literature in the vernacular.
Among the causes that produced this great period, in which were
set standards for all English prose and poetry, doubtless the most
nearly indispensable was the existence of a great genius, Just
as the absence of any great genius in the fifteenth century per-
mitted a literary dr_outh
^.
But there were contributory conditions
in both ages. The later fourteenth century was a time of gene-
ral awakening and change after the comparatively fixed social
conditions of medievalism; it saw the davm of a national con-
sciousness in a people hitherto not only separated into feudal
units but until recently divided by race and language into two
stocks — Saxon and Korman; and it was roused and stirred by a
ferment of ideas v;hich began as abstract theology among the
clerics, continued as political economy among the magnates, and
permeated the middle and even the illiterate classes as a mix-
ture of religious and social protest. As a result of all this
there were not only writers eager to give, but readers and
hearers ready to receive. Both factors must be present if liter-
ature is to flourish. Both were largely lacking in the fifteenth
century.
Chaucer’s death (1400) marks the beginning of a literary
decline. Wyclif, the great prose writer of the century, had
died in 1284. Piers Plowman, aside, frojia Chaucer's v/ork the
^ b'
greatest poem of the period, anpeared^aboux 1295. The interval
A
of confusion and transition in every department of English
thought had begun. It continued for a full century until at
last, with the end of the long contest betv/een kings and king-
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makers, and with the concentration of jinglish attention upon
home territory, Tudor Enfjland reached national maturity. Then
came that marvelous outburst of poetry and prose, the voice of
a nation that has come to itself.
Let us look over a classified list of writing of the
fifteenth century. This list includes mors than three -fourths
of all the WTiters in all departments, mentioned in Ten Brink’s
very full account.
Romantic Material
Translation of Legenda Aurea 1428
Prose version of Merlin cl450
Malory — Mort e I) ’Arthur 1470
Caxton translates Lyf of Jason
Four Sonnes of .^ymon 1476 ff
Reynart the Foxe
et al
Huchov/h and John Barbour, in Scotland
"Itenarary Literature”
Mandeville’s Travels First written (supposedly)
c 1356 probably in French. Translated repeatedly.
Chaucer - Frankl in’s Tale
Informac ion for Pylgrimages to the Holy Lands
Chronicle
Capgrave Chronicle of England
Poetry
Gower
Lydgate
Occleve I
highly imitative of Chaucer
5
and Langland
Henryson
( Scottish
Dunbar
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Drama
Crystalization of mysteries and moralities.
Development of secular "interludes''',
lillat)oration of pageants.
Theological and -^^^eligious
Pecock (humanist hishop)
Capgrave 1394- 1464. Commentaries . Lives of Saints
Fort e sc ue ^— Dialogue he twe e n Understanding and Faith
Dunhar (Scot) Merle and fiychtingaill
Political
Sir John Forte scue, ‘-'hief Justice 1442
Governance of Kngland
Commendation of the Laws of England
7/illiam Dunbar (Scot) Tyd ings fra the Session
Social Comment
Wm. Dunbar (Scot) Twa Maryit '<Vomen
Dance of the Seven Deidly Synnis
/Classics
Gawin Douglas (Scot) Translations of Ovid and Vergil
The foregoing list, scanty and undistinguished, speaks
for itself as to the poverty of fifteenth century literature.
The political situation in England was hardly conducive
to literary pursuits. Placed upon the throne by the powerful
Percies and their friends, after the deposition of Richard II
in 1399, Henry IV was under the necessity either of being sub-
servient to these magnates of of securing the support of other
interests. Therefore, in order to gain clerical favor, he set
out to suppress Lollardry, In 1401 the first Lollard martyr,
William Chartrys, was executed because "he refused to deny the
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poasi'bility that the elements of true bread remained after the
consecration". (Vickers). It is true that Lollardry had taken
on a distinctly political aspect, and that at this time many of
the sect had assembled (rather menacingly) in London, neverthe-
less the determined persecution which followed, backed by streng
thened statutes against heresy, was intellectually disastrous,
since it dealt very nearly a death blow to independent thinking
among the rank and file of the people.
Henry was harassed by strife abroad and at home. In
France, although there was a truce in the Hundred Years' War,
"open if unofficial warfare" continued. French privateers har-
ried the English coast. On the border of oeotland and of ./ales,
trouble brewed. The Percies joined with Glendower against the
king. Later, Archbishop Serope fomented a rebellion. Henry
was generally unpopular, and riots occurred throughout the land.
Parliament and the king were constantly bickering or quarreling
outright over money grants. But by 1406, matters were tempora-
rily calm. The rebels had been defeated and partially check-
mated. Archbishop Serope was executed— an act so closely fol-
lowed by Henry’s serious illness that men said he v/as being
punished for sacrilege. The mutual jealousy of Burgundy and
Orleans gave Ei^gland the whip-hand in France. But party poli-
tics were still bitter over taxation and over the methods used
in suppressing Lollardy and nothing was really settled in France
So ^enry’s death in 1413 left problems for his son.
Henry V had long been known as an opponent of his father
'
policies. At his accession, however, except for the fact that
as personal favorites the "outs" now became the "ins", Henry
found that he must, like his father, deal with conditions as he
found them. The Lollards had now "become completely identified
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wlth a political party”. Oldcaatle, conaemned for heresy, led
an uprising, and v/as later executed for sedition, ^s to the
French war, the time had come when England must definitely favor
one party. In 1414, Henry informed Parliament that he should
assert his rights to his french inheritance, and that he ex-
pected his people to support him. Delayed "by threats of :Scotch
and 7elsh invasion, and ly the hostility of some of his ov/n lords,
he nevertheless led an ai*my to Prance, won at Agincourt, and in
1420, having married the French king's daughter, was acknov/-
ledged as the next king of France.
land as an un^ustif iahle expense. There was, to be sure, some •
natural enthusiasm over such victories as *-vgincourt. Hut the
treaty making Henry potential king of France was soon seen for
what it was— a menace to the best interests of Englishmen. The
merchant classes, hard-headed and shrewd, sav/ that the glamonous
alliance would bring them all sorts of troublesome -a compli-
cations, with little or no real advantage. And the commercial
interests all over the kingdom, but especially in London, were
becoming notably important. The king was made av/are of this
fact often, for "it v;as the trader and not the land owner, who
could lend money". The trade situation had changed since the
century before. Cloth-making (as well as wool-raising) and all
its subsidiary industries (dyeing, fulling, making of knives
and other tools, and many others) were very important and in-
creasingly specialized. The merchant marine was growing. The
"Gompany of the .Staple" gave v/ay to "Merchant Adventurers" who
represented interests so powerful that they could often dictate
political treaties, With such specialization of industry,
The Hundred Years' War had hong been recognized in Eng-
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wealth and capital ’began to dominate induo try as well. The old
fraternaliorn of the guilds gave way to a definite and semi-hos-
tile division into masters and Journe;;imien. There was much unem-
ployment in towns, though too few workers in the country. The
agricultural situation was largely settled again since the up-
heaval of the Peasants' Revolt and subsequent changes. Vil-
leinage, though a legal fiction into the seventeenth century,
was practically abandoned by 1406, in favor if fixed rents.
Into such an England, teeming with opportunity, came Henry
V in 1421, when he came back from France, The time was ripe for
marked progress in agriculture, trade, and manufacture. Unfor-
n
tunately ” "he had nothing to offer... but... an u^roductive war".
V/ith some forced loans and a small drafted army he turned his
back upon his rich heritage to pursue the chimera of French so-
vereignty— to his death in 1422. He had revived and continued
the v/ar quite unjustifiably, leaving home and foreign problems
to be quarreled over by rival factions during the minority of
his nine-months-old son, Henry VI. Lleanwhile sedition festered,
and iingland's ally. Burgundy, was coming to a secret understanding
with the Dauphin, now recognized as oharles VII. "England began
to understand that there must be either peace or a far more vigo-
rous prosecution of the v/ar". The latter was impossible in view
of conditions at horns. Parliament was, indeed, stirred to sanc-
tion a continuation of the v/ar; but neither funds nor leaders
were available. Besides, the Scots were threatening the border,
Henry VI at sixteen was nearly an imbecile, and gave no promise
of ever being able to control affairs. His maturity, therefore,
made little difference, except that his marriage with Margaret of
1
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Anjou introduced another scheming politician to the many already
at his court.
Meanwhile affairs in England v/ere going from had to worse.
The Exchequer was completely drained. In 1439 the judges threa-
tened to resign in a body because they had been uppaid for two
years. Both king and Parliament were deep in debt to private
creditors. The Earl of Shrewsbury alone had claims of 518,000
against the treasury. The poorer folk were badly off, A series
of bad harvests, pestilences, and famines had led to much dis-
tress and to labor troubles v;hich were serious enough to attract
the attention of Parliament in 1444, Private v/ars went on all
over the kingdom, quite unchecked. Examples were the struggle
of Archbishop Kemp and Northumberland in the North, and that of
Sir William Bonville and the Earl of Devon in the West, in which
’’many men (were) hurte and slawe”. Riots and border risings, to-
gether v/ith the constant coming and going of soldiers between
France and England added to the confusion. The situation, ag-
gravated by the King's occasional fits of insanity and the neces-
sity for regents, gradually crystallized into the hostile array
of tv;o armed camps, one led by the Duke of York, to v/hom many
looked as the only leader strong enough to restore order, and the
other by those who, for their ovm ends, v;ished to keep Henry on
the throne. Mutual recriminations among the nobles, executions
of leaders, sporadic clashes, and the recruiting and arming of
soldiers led, before a great while, to actual civil v/qr. In its
course, the balance of success ’went up and down, and even though
York was killed in battle, the contest went on with Edward, the
nev/ Duke of York, leading his faction. In 1461, York v/as crowned
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iSdward IV. He immediately set to work to stabilize affairs, by
regulating and protecting the mercantile interests of London,
and by trying to control the turbulence of his barons. In order
to do the latter he was obliged to fight the Lancastrians, with
ultimate victory after defeat, and in times of comparative peace
raised a court party for himself by creating a "new nobility"
out of the family and friends of his wife, Elizabeth Woodvilie,
Henry’s convenient "death" removed one factor in the struggle,
and the businesslike king began to thrive financially and politi-
cally, despite the di
s
senti ons in his family and the sporadic
revival of the I’rench v/ar. Had his life been longer the tale
might have been different, ^^-s it was, his death in lA8'd left a
kingdom only partially pacified to his twelve-year-old son Edward
V, who was destined never to reign. The inevitable contest over
the regency brought into power the infamous Gloucester v/no was
crowned speedily as Richard III. "And from that day to his death
*
on bosworth field, a period of just over two years, he knew no
peace". Henry of Richmond had always been a strong potential
enemy; he now became Henry VII. "Thus did the middle age in
England close down on the field of Losworth", in 1485.
Little comment is needed as to the effect of all this tur-
moil upon culture and literary expression. It is often said that
the nation as a whole had little interest in the baronial wars
and was little affected by them. It must be remembered, however,
that up to this time it was not "the nation as a whole" that had
ever produced literature. -^wo classes of men had v/ritten --
churchmen, and men near enough the court to have v/ealth, pres-
tige
,
or patronage. The merchants, indeed, had money, education,
and ; but the merchant class had not as yet become
“'OJ,.'"
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articulate; although they did, it ia true, help to furnish a
reading public, small at best, hut there was among them no real
demand for literature of the kind that would strongly stimulate
production. As for the other groups, the courtiers were far too
deeply involved in intrigue
,
and the chupehmen, wherever they,
too, were not active in the ^quarrelling, were too indifferent to
intellectual matters, for either group to exert an^^ cultural in-
fluence. Indeed it was not strange that the arts were at a very
low ebb
.
Literature, was, during the fifteenth century, undergoing
a transition, in a very real way. It was, so to speak, on the
wing between the church and lay writers. Under other conditions
this transfer might have been accomplished much more easily; but
circumstances conspired to render the church incapable of keeping
its cultural ascendancy, and, at the same time, to prevent the
rise of any class in the laity capable of taking an interest in
intellectual things. There were several reasons why the church
failed. In the first it had been badly crippled by the Black
Death in the middle of the fourteenth century. So many of the
clergy died that it v/as impossible to carry on even the semblance
of organization. Therefore there was a hasty recruiting to fill
the ranks. Men v/ith neither learnint^:; nor morals were eagerly
accepted; indeed many v/ere actually illiterate, and the clerical
courts were filled with cases where priests were charged with
poaching and petty thievery. This deplorable state of affairs
was not soon remedied, because the church at large was rent by
schisms that sapped its strer^th. ^s a result, not . only did the
church fail to produce and sup-'ort learned men, but it very gene-
rally lost the respect and confidence of the people who, as they
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distriisted its moral worth, likewise ceased to expect from it
any intellectual leadership. Unfortunately, the church re-
tained power enough, however, to act the dog in the manger. V/y-
clif and his coadjutors not only had new ideas, sound principles,
and scholarly prestige, hut, through the "poor priests” they had
also the means of spreading their influence through the mass of
Englishmen. The work "began in the latter half of the foux'Leenth
Century to show real results. But V/yelif was disov/ned and his
work crushed. To he sure Lollardry to some extent worked its
own ruin tiirough its political affiliations, hut the fact re-
mains that its intellectual possibilities were thoroughly nipped
in the hud. After the anti-Lollard laws of 1401-1415, and the
execution of Sir John Oldcastle in 1417, Lollardry ceased to
have any wide-spread significance, though its germ persisted,
and ultimately reappeared in the Protestant movement of the
sixteenth century. The persecution of V/yclifism had another
blighting effect especially upon literature, in that V/yclif
and his disciples gave the first impetus to anything like a
literary use of modern English prose. Not only the English
Bible, hut several other w'orks in original and translated prose
served as models of the newly stabilized language, and also
as an inspiration for other writers to follow suit. But, al-
though the iVyclif Bihle was not and could not he wholly sup-
pressed, nevertheless, the vogue for the vernacular temporarily
disappeared in favor of the more learned languages.
Humanism in England had indeed been given a hard hlov/.
There v/as too little tradition of learning to assimilate q.uickly
v;hat few crumbs of classicism reached England from the continent.
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For there were, of course, some contacts. One ''Thomas” went
to Florence to "buy "the "books of the new poets”, in 1406. Le-
onardo Bruni speaks of him as ”an ardent friend of our studies
as far as his nation is able to comprehend them”. Llanuel Chry-
soloras had visited Sn^^land, apparently with little effect,
Foggio, an eminent scholar, and one of the paral secretaries,
came to England about 1418, on invitation of Beaufort. But
he was treated rather shabbily, disappointed of the ”fat bene-
fice" he had expected, and went home in disgust in 14E2.
Those who were scholarly devoted themselves largely to the
classics in the original languages, and to composition in the
classic tongues. ’’Nearly all (scholars) wrote Latin poems
Some translated Cireek into Latin --Flemmyng wrote a Greek-Latin
dictionary”. This was not good ground in which a young native
literature might flourish— without a supreme genius. To be
sure, all this study of the classics bore a long-delayed fruit
in the next century, but its normal growth during the fifteenth
t'i was held back by the inauspicious conditions of the times.
Neither v;ere the universities in any position to lead
in intellectual matters. The Black i^eath had half depopulated
the colleges. There was little incentive for the better class
of students to fill the gap, since substantial preferment in
church offices went to wealth and Influence, not to scholar-
ship. The universities v^/ere then and for many years after,
too poor to furnish either good teaching or comfortable living
quarters, even though ambitious men were building new colleges.
Consequently, students lived anywhere. The demand for any sort
of parish priest, however, drew many undesirable students to
the universities -- a disorderly and unstudious crew who had
•.tribtA
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to be sternly controlled by hastily made laws, hatu-aally •
the colleges suffered severely in prestige. For these rea-
sons, and also because, under the stringent suppression of
all independent theological thinking, studies did not attract
for their own sakes, the influence of the universities was at
a very lov/ ebb. During the fifteenth century conditions slov/ly
became better, to be set back again, somewhat, by the i^/ars of
the Roses. Oxford was showing signs of a real renascence when
Pecock, who tried to write his own viev/s in English, was forced
to recant, renouncing his very mixed, but independent theo-
logical views. Pecock, himself, meant little to learning, per-
haps, but his suppression in 1457 showed the chux-ch's deter-
mination to enforce a mediocre regularity. Cambridge was ef-
fectually lessoned by the establishment of King’s College by
Henry 71, v/ho made proviso that every scholar admitted should
abjure on oath the errors of Wyclif and Pecock. Surely the
universities could not be looked to as leaders. They them-
selves needed leading.
The time was to come when literature would pass into
the hands of lay writers. Had more favorable conditions ob-
tained, this transfer might have happened in the fifteenth
century. But at that time several circumstances prevented.
In the first place, there was no livelihood to be gained by
writing, for there was no sale for books, except to a few
libraries. This meant that a writer must have either a pri-
vate income or patronage. The nobles who might have been
writers or patrons were far too much interested in wctr and
politics to be either. During the Wars of the Roses, many
of the nobles were killed or impoverished. The w^ealthy mer-
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chants who, in the sixteenth century, helped to support
literature, were not yet interested in the arts. Besides,
the merchants had plenty of troubles of their ov/n. They,
too, were suffering from the turmoil of the times, Kdv/ard III
had allowed roads and bridges to become so out of repair that
travel was difficult, fhile some improvement was made, the
V/ars of the Roses still further discouraged travel. As a con-
sequence of this difficulty, and of the wars with France, the
flourishing local and foreign trade was hard hit during the
mid-fifteenth century, English merchants traveled very little,
either at home or abroad. Merchants from other countries
settled in England, but the native tradesmen, with true -in-
sularity, were socially contemptuous of ’’foreigners”, and so
gained little in cosmopolitanism. Therefore, they had neither
the wish nor the ability to foster learning.
sure of support; but the livelihood of a lay writer was pre-
carious, even in the more favorable times of the early century.
Chaucer had been partly supported by the king and magnates,
but was often very poor. Henry IV gave a pension to Occleve,
but in 1405 Parliament stopped all recently granted pensions.
Later he received some personal help from Henry V and the Duke
of York, In general, the Lancasters, harsh and intolerant,
were not patrons of learning; and indeed the troublous times
were not conducive to any king's taking an interest in liter-
ature. There v/as one notable exception -- Humphrey, Duke of
Gloucester, who in the early part of the century v/as the single
brilliant scholar ouoside the church. lie was a special patron
of Lydgate, but was a general friend of learning, especially
The Clergy, if high enough in office, were at least
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of science, and amassed a huge library. 01 course his "science”
included astrology, alchemy, and magic, but it also included the
beginnings of physiology, astronomy, chemistry, and piiysics. Ke
corresponded with the Italian humanists and v;as so cosmopolitan
as to be suspected of disloyalty to Jng:land. It was partly on
account of his personal effort and prestige that interest in-
creased in grammar, rhetoric, philosophy, and Latin composition.
But very little creative inspiration w^s awakened.
Besides these more tangible drav/backs to literary produc-
tion, there v;as another quite as ppotent, but more difficult to
put into words. lerhaps it was an outgrowth of all the external
conditions. The very spirit of England was sterile, disillusioned,
profoundly sunk in ennui. The long war v/ith France, senseless
and costly, closely followed, as it was, by the utterly selfish
Wars of the Roses, had wearied Englishmen to the point of a
calloused cynicism. There was a general decadence in moral
sense, and an appalling lack of ideals. Lav^yers were so rapa-
cious and unscrupulous as to be notorious. The church had lost
its spiritual point of view. When, In 1465, a few friars tried
to favor apostolic poverty, they were universally laughed at
and cried dov/n, especially by those whose vows bound them to
its observance. Patriotism was temporarily a dead letter. Luring
the Wars of the Roses no city or town cared enough about the
outcome to stand siege. It invariably opened its gates directly
to any leader who appeared with a force. The nobles were posi-
tively contemptuous of learning. The 'Woodvilles "were immensely
uhpopular ,.. .partly
,
perhaps, because they shov/ed an interest
in intellectual matters. Just as Humphrey, Luke of Gloucester,
was suspect as a patron of Renaissance scholare so was Rivers
worse than a criminal in the eyes of the English nobility as a
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poet whose work was printed hy Caxton". (Vickers) Although
material comforts had Increased, any kind of spiritual power
and serenity was lacking. "Many of the old ideals had proved
hollow”, and new ones had not yet been evolved out of the chaos
and the "formless fermentation of new forces... The world ap-
peared to many a confused and hopeless riddle”. In such mental
and spiritual drouth as this, literature could have no vitality.
But if the Renaissance came very slowly to the war-har-
rassed little island on the borders of civilization, it came at
last, gloriously, in a burst of creative art. The sixteenth
century sav/ the full noon-day of what had begun to dawn in the
end of the fifteenth. It is very interesting to trace, even
in the darkness of the mid-century, the forces that were working
q.uietly and obscurely. Lollardry was scotched, it is true, but
not killed. The contacts of the Hundred Year's V/ar, though ap-
parently fruitless in its later years, nevertheless had leavened
English insularity. The merchant classes, culturally crude and
dumb, vjere growing in v/ealth, power, and class consciousness.
Their guilds were building secular schools in London and in
other towns, which v;ere attended by the boys and even by some
girls, of the middle-class and artisan families. Here was the
potential Elizabethan literary public. In addition Eton v;as
founded in 1440, Winchester finished in 1492. iiagdelen. All
Souls, Aueens’ and St. Catherine's Colleges were built during
the century. Oxford in 1479 gained 'cechnical freedom from
local church diocesan control, though it felt obliged to exer-
cise its freedom with discretion, lifter the middle of the
century more and more young men went to Italy, and came into
contact with liberal learning there. Although, on account of
the Civil vJar, these contacts had little immediate effect.
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their experience and the hooks they brought back had an ulti-
mate influence. And perhaps of more importance than any other
one factor, Caxton printed in 1477 the first dated iiJnglish book
in England ''Dictes or Sayengis of the Philosophers”. Before
1491 he had printed ninety-six different books. The Oxford
Press flourished 1478-1486. Seven or eight other towns also
did some printing. Here indeed v/as the very source of literacy,
if not of literature. And to some extent the tv/o have gone
hand in hand ever since. Iliads and Canterbury Tales will
never be made in quantity production under any conditions.
Macaulay even argues that they are easier to produce in the
earlier and simpler ages than in our more complex civilization.
But, be that as it may, there is certainly more incentive for
literary genius, providing it exists, to show itself when con-
ditions are encouraging. The fifteenth century failed to offer
these conditions, and consequently its literature repays a
negative study to answer the question ”V/hy was the fifteenth
century so sterile in creative art?”
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